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OXFORD PAPER
CO. BUY LAND
Lumber Operations Have Been 
Large This Winter.
It is understood that Mr. F. J. D. 
Barojuiu lias sold, to tHue Oxford Pap­
er'Company the soft wood situated or 
that part of Mt. Abram township 
known as Barnjum. Also on that
HOTEL B L A N C H A R D
STRATTON MAINE
In the center of the Fish and Game 
Section. Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD, 
STRATTON M AINE. E. H. GROSE. Prop.
part of Bandy River townislhip, trib­
utary to the head cf Sandy River.
The company i® planning this year 
and every year hereafter, to cut 5,- 
000 cord® of pulp from eacih tract. It 
is estimated it wiilll take six or seven 
years.
T.h© American Realty Company, 
which is the wood® department of 
the International Paper Company, 
wiho own Letter E. township, near 
the Gray place, are planning to be­
gin operations cn that township and 
will cut this season and every suc­
ceeding season for a period of eiigiht
P LE A SA N T  ISL A N D  C A M P S
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex­
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates 
for June, October and November. 
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., 
Pleasant Island, - - Maine
SPECIAL PRIZES 
FOR 1916 SHOW
North Franklin Agricultural Society 
to Have Races the Fourth 
of July.
Th© officials of thie North Frank­
lin Agricultural society are thus 
early getting into line for the com­
ing show and fair of 1916. They 
are making plans for a hummer.
Several attractive premiums are to 
be offered. One As for the best 
display cf any Grange and the prizes 
willl be $10 for the first; $6 for the 
second and $4 for the third. The 
society will also offer premiums' for 
the best display of seed corn fer 
boy of 18 years or under, $1.50, $1, 
and 50 cents. This i© worth try­
ing boys.
The Burpee Seed Company also of­
fers fer the best Grange display a 
premium of $5 fer the best display 
of vegetables grown from their seeds.
It ti© none too early to be think­
ing about the fair in September 
and let’s all take a hand and help 
the thing along. La&t year’s fair 
was a success and we want a stil1 
more successful cue this year.
For a little preliminary the -So­
ciety will hold a horse trot at Tootht- 
aker Park, July 4, and particulars 




Public Utilities Commission Will 
Make No Order at Present.
The Public Utilities Commission In 
an exhaustive decision rendered Fri­
day in the case of Harry B. Austin 
and others against the Fliiiililips Elec­
tric Light & Power Co. states uo 
order will be made until the com­
plainants have an opportunity to can­
vas® the matter and ascertain to 
what extent and how the require­
ments for a better lighting service 
for the town of Phillips can be se­
cured .
This is a complaint under Section 
41 of the utilities act, signed by Har-; 
ry B. Austin and 12 other citizen® of 
Phillips, in their individual capacity, 
and by a majority of the assessors cf 
the Phillips Village Corporation, act­
ing under a vote of the corporation, 
against the Phillips Electric. Light 
& Power Co., alleging generally un­
reasonable and discriminatory rates, 
insufficient and discriminatory regu­
lations and practices and inadequate 
service.
The complainants for specifications 
set forth that the respondent’s elect­
ric plant is run by water power to 
which It has no title except “ verbal 
permission from day to day by tlie 
owner’’ ; that it has no auxiliary 
steam plant and cannot insure ade­
quate service “ from one night to an­
other” ; that its street lights are of 
32 candle power for which tine co-r-
y-ears or such a matter, 5,000 cord© 
of pulp wood.
The pulpwood cut o-n the line of 
the Phillips &. Rangeley railroad is 
estimated to have been 50,000 cords 
this winter, nearly all of 'which has 
been landed on, or near till,© railroad.
The Pejepscot Paper Co. of which 
Orni© Vose i© manager, and right 
here we want to state that Mr. Vose 
is one of tine host that can he found 
in the country, have finished their 
cut of pulp wood and it aggregates 
21,000 cords.
No better weather conditions have 
ever been known for lumbering than 
this year. Mr. J. W. Carlton, who 
has been in the wood® more or less 
winters throughout hd® life says that 
he never knew of a winter so favor­
able for lumbering as this has been. 
The deep snows cf the past week 
lnav-e rather stopped work in tine 
woods but nearly everyone had prac­
tically finished.
poration is charged “an annual ren­
tal of $563.10 for 43 lights or about 
$13.10 each which is a much higher 
price than Cs charged any private 
individual for the same candle power 
light” ; and “ that such lights are in­
adequate and that the price charged 
is exorbitant compared with the price 
charged in other places.’ ’
The complainants also contend 
that the service both for street Light- 
(Continued on page four.)
O BITU ARY.
WILLIAM TRUE, JR.
William True, Jr., was born in 
Phillip®, November 28, 1846 and died 
at his hoime in Phillips, village, Feb­
ruary 17, 1916.
October 28, 1862 line enlisted ais a 
member of Co. D. 28th Maine Infan­
try. The night of his -sixteenth 
birthday found him. lodged fin- Henry 
Ward Beecher’s church oai (his 
way to the front. During this term 
of enlistment Mr. True was taken 
prisoner in a -small engagement in 
Louisiana b-u-t was -soon- back in the 
Union ranks. At the completion, of 
his nine months’ term of enlistment 
Mr. True returned ihom-e but very 
soon reenlisted, this time for three 
years or until the close of the war. 
He was mustered into service at Au­
gusta, November 30, 1863 as a mem­
ber of the 2-nd Maine Cavalry. He 
wa-s -a Corporal in Go. F., and saw 
service in the Gulf States of Louis­
iana, Alabama and Florida. With 
his -regiment lie was mustered out at 
Barrauoasi, Florida, December 6, 1865.
Returning North, :he was for a 
while w-ith his father on the (home 
farm in Avon, later be worked for 
several years in Massachusetts for 
the J. P. Squires Co. Scon after 
the discovery of gold in the Black 
Hills of Wyoming and Dakota in 1874 
Mr, True, An company with his friend 
the -late Mr. Lorenzo Dill of Range- 
ley, joined the large number who 
hurried to the new-found Eldorado. 
So friendly and- faithful .was the re­
lationship between- the two ccm-pan- 
ions that often they carried hut one 
pocket-book between them. They re­
mained in the West for nearly two 
years and it is interesting to note 
that a mine they once owned has re­
cently developed- into a very valuable 
property.
After his return to Maine, -Mr. 
True engaged in. farming in Phillips. 
He was married September 12, 1882 
tc Miss Addle M. Beiedy cf Phillips, 
the daughter of Jeremiah and Susan 
(Heath) Reedy.
-Fifteen year© ago Mr. True mov­
ed to Phillips village, purchasing the 
house which, (lias since been his 
home, and which is one of the his­
toric old houses of Phillips-, (having
GOOD PROGRAM 
FOR NEXT MONDAY
Entertainment to Be Held at the 
Parish House.
The committee fer the entertain­
ment next Monday evening at the 
Parish House under the auspices of 
the Ladles’ Social Union are plan­
ning a very pleasing -program. A 
short farce, “ Mrs. O-akley’® Tele­
phone,’’ will be given with- tlie fol­
lowing cast of characters: Mrs.
Oakley, the bride, Blrna By-rcn
Constance, her friend, Emma Russell 
Bm-ma, th-e maid, Kathleen Noble 
Mary, the cook, Gladys Morrison
Several musical numbers will also 
be given consisting of a solo-, (Rube) 
Hollis Hcllt; solo, Frank Davis; vio­
lin and piano, Wendall and. Muriel 
Berry; piano solo, Evelyn Jacobs-; 
piano solo, Hilda Whitney; Girls’ 
Quartette, Horten.se Butler, Hazel 
Wells, Gertrude Stillman, Marcia 
Leavitt; duet, Helen Ros-s and Dor­
othy Smith-; mandolin and guitar 
duet, Mrs. W. B. Butler, N. E. But­
ler; violin solo, Mis® Gerald.
The entertainment will begin at 
8 o'clock and -the admission is only 
15 cents.
been built more than 110 years ago.
After a few years on the railroad, 
Mr. True -secured the position lie
has since h-eid a-s caretaker of the 
property of the J. Manchester
Haynes- Eistat-e -in Dallla© Pit. To the 
duties' of thi© position were added in 
the summer season those of a State 
Fire Warden. .Since being in th-e 
Dallas region he has also dene not­
able work as a trapper, having taken 
a large number of cats, mostlly of the 
(Continued on page four.)
DELEGATES TO
CONVENTION
Republicans Will Hold State Con­vention in Portland, March 23.
At the Republican caucus held last 
Saturday afternoon the following dele­
gates were chosen to attend the State 
convention in Portland, March 23rd: 
Messrs. D. F. Field, D. F. Hoyt, J. 
Blaine Morrison, H. B. Austin. Alter­
nates, Messrs. S. G. Haley, D. R. 
Ross, A. D. Giaffam, J. W. Russell, 
The same delegates were chosen to 
attend the Second District convention 
which also meets the same day in Port­
land.
Mountain V i e w  House |
Mountain View, Maine
| For further particulars write or address
L. E. BOWLEY,
| Mountain View, * *  m Maine.:
8 .................................................. .
E d. G r a n t ’ s  K e n n e b a g o  C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and 
sain, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Ofhce 
l Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars 
1 other information, write _  __
D. G R A N T  CEL S O N  C O . ,  P .  O .  A d d r e s s ,  G r a n t  s  M e .  
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS Bald |
Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain <>« J ^ o s e l^ k m e -  g; 
funticLake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class A t  %
road to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mails d a ily -W n te  for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r.. ®a,d Mountain, Maine
R a n g e le y  L a k e s  a n d  D e a d  R iv e r
R e g io n
AS A  HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access 
nd nearly all tide camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very 
‘bundant.
Non-resident hunting license lee only S I5.00
Write the Sa n d y  R iv e r  & R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  R a il r o a d  for 
booklet with map.
t N. BEAL, General Manager, Phillips, Maine
What is your 
preference in a re­
peating shotgun—hand- 
operated or autoloading?
If hand-operated, you know the Reming- 
ton-UMC Pump Gun. Everybody knows it. 
If autoloading, then get your dealer to show you 
tha Remington-UMC Autoloading Shotgun—an arm 
that ia performing in e way to show sportsmen that hero 
at last ie as autoloading shotgun that worlds. 
Reenmgten-UMC Repeating and Autoloading Shotguns 
are sold b y  dealers everywhere. Find the one who shows 
the Ball Mark o f Remington- UMC—the sign of Sports­
men s Headquarters. He’s the man.
Ts keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right, use Rem 
Oil, (he new powder aolvent. rust preventative, and gun 
lubricant.
R E M IN G T O N  A & M S -U N IO N  M E T A L L IC  C A R T R ID G E  CO.
New York
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CANOE TRIP UP THE
PERIBONKA'RIVER
Former Game Warden Excellent Guide and 
Canoeist— Get Some Handsome Strings
of Fish.
(Written for Maine Woods.)
Greenville, Me., March 13.—I have j 
been minded many times to give to 
the readers cf tine Maine Woods’ my 
experience fin a canoe trip up the 
Peribonka river, the largest of the 
four great rivers which ’ form the 
Lac «St. Jean and the mighty and far 
famed Saguenay, ’which empties, into 
the St. Lawrence at Tadousac, in the | 
Province cf Quebec, Canada..
To begin, I have for many years 
guided a gentleman from New York, 
Edwin W. Sanborn, by name, an of­
ficer of the Camp Fire Club of that 
city and an enthusiastic sportsman 
dr every sense that makes for good 
sportsmanship, who does not kill for 
the sake of killing, and who has visit­
ed witli pleasure and profit most all 
of the accessible and inaccessible 
places in the northern part of the 
State of Maine, and in Canada and 
Europe. The last word when we 
parted at Quebec, homeward bound 
from the Peribonka river trip, was, 
that next season would find him hack 
somewhere fin our good olid State a- 
gain. That was in 1912, and since 
that time, while my duties have pre­
vented me from again taking the 
trail with Mr. Sanborn, I hear from 
him often., and I know that file is 
still in love with our woods, and 
waters.
After a grist of correspondance re­
garding data Mr. Sanborn had picked 
up as to the country we were about 
to invade, "and when dates had been 
arranged I started from Greenville 
the evening of July 31st, taking the 
Montreal Express to Megantic, Que., 
where I spent the night. The next 
morning at 6.40 I left for Quebec, 
City, arriving there about neon where 
I was joined by Mr. Sanborn who 
came by way of the Grand Trunk 
and Montreal. After greetings, t e  
informed me that the special object | 
cf this trip was to secure the big-1
gest fish in all the before mentioned 
region for a mounted specimen, and 
to that end we scoured the city in 
search, of the proper tackle to take 
and land such a monster. After a 
time we succeeded in, getting a two- 
handed red, made of a variety of un­
breakable wood and books and-liines 
that might have done duty as anchors 
and cables. Beside these he had a 
great deal of smaller rigging, which 
the explained were to secure fish for 
the table. Then we added fly dope 
of every description—this, being a 
part of the data he had obtained a-
FIS,H TAKEN NEAR CAMP AT LAG 
TSHITAGAMA ON THE PER­
IBONKA RIVER.
bout the country into witch we were 
going. We had already provided 
ourselves with a shotgun,, rifle and 
revolvers, as it had been explained, 
in that country we would have to pro­
vide ourselves, many things in the 
line of eatables as -Weil as fishables 
and as a protection against possible 
hostile savages. Thus armed and 
equipped, so far as possible at this 
stage of the journey, w,© spent the 
night at the Chateau Frontenae, a 
magnificent summer hotel cm the 
Cb tad el, overlooking the St. Lawrence 
and the city c f Levis on the opposite 
shore.
Next morning at 8 o’clock, with 
duffle all aboard, w© left the city on
...................................................................................... imiimiiiiimiiiimHiiimimimiiuimimimiiiiiiiimiiiimiii’.
I A  REAL BARGAIN
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best | 
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pie- | 
| serve, Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
£
1 $ 3 ,0 0 0  |
| spot cash takes it. For further information write





M A IN E  W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out 
the blank below, and mail with $1.00 
and the deed is done.
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
~ ’ ' " -- ' 1 --
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to 




Prince Albert is 
such friendly tobacco
that it just makes a man sorry he didn’t get wind o f  this 
pipe and cigarette smoke long, long ago. H e counts it lost 
time, quick as the goodness o f  Prince Albert gets firm set 
in his life! The patented process fixes that— and cuts out 
bite and parch.!
Get on the right-smoke-track soon as you  know  h ow l 
Understand you rself h o w  m uch you ’ll like
Fringe Albe
the national jo y  smoke
It stands to reason, doesn’t it, that if  men all over the
nation, all over the world,
W atch  your step!
It’s easy to change the shape 
and color of unsalable brands 
to imitate the Prince Albert 
tidy, red tin, but it is impossible 
to imitate the flavor of Prince 
A lbert tob a cco  ! The 
patented process 
protects that!
prefer P . A . that it must 
have all the qualities to 
satisfy yourfondestdesires?
h/Ien, get us right on Prince 
Albert! W e  tell you  this 
tobacco will prove better 
than you  can figure out, 
it’s so chum m y and fra­
grant and inviting all the 
time. Can’t cost you  more 
than 5c or 10c to get your 
bearings!
Buy Prince Albert everywhere
tobacco is sold— in toppy red 
bags. S c ; tidy red tins, 10c; 
handsome pound and half-pound 
tin humidors—and—in that classy 
crystal - glass pound humidor 
with sponge-moistener top that 
keeps the tobacco in such great 
trim !
R . J .  REYNOLDS  
TO BACCO  COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.
tlie steamier Murray Bay, an excel­
lent boat., operated by the Ri.cb,©lieu 
and Ontario Nava.gatien Company, 
and all that day w© enjoyed a splisn- 
did sail down the St. Lawrence. We 
passed the Island of Orleans, and 
met many sailing vessels and a couple 
of steamers en route, called at sev­
eral ports situated along the north 
shore to take on and discharge pas­
sengers and freight, arriving at Tad­
ousac, at the mouth of the Saguenay, 
at 7 -P. M. All along the north 
si'.ore, for the most pairt, is very 
rugged  ^ and along which a new rail­
way was in process of construction.
After a short stop at Tadousac we 
started up the Saguenay, and the 
next morning, bright and early, we 
were at Chicoutimi, a fairly gcod siz­
ed city, situated at the head of navi­
gation an that river. We put up at 
La Bonne Menagere, a (hotel kept by 
J. D. Guay, wbo at once took us in 
charge and informed us where to get 
supplies, canoes, guides, etc. I had 
brought tents, blankets and cooking 
outfit but no canoe, and when they 
showed me a 14-fbot birch bark, the 
only thing available there, I balked 
right off and told them that if there 
was nothing better to be 1 ad to nav­
igate the waters in the country to 
which we were bound, and for which 
I was beginning to feel a good deal 
of respect, that I would stay right 
there until I could, have a 20-foot can­
vas from E. M. White cf Old town, 
Maine. I guess they thought I was 
kind of fussy, but they told me by 
waiting two days we might get an 18- 
foot canvas from Roberval, and we 
were assured that this would be the 
latest tilling fin canoe construction. 
So we waited and in the meantime 
we stocked up supplies; such as we 
were in the habit of taking on at 
Kineo to go into the woods in Maine.
Baccn, the good old State of Maine 
bacon, we could not procure, and had 
to be content with a substitute in tlie 
shape cf slabs of thin, pork, undried, 
rolled up and tied with strings. All 
of the supplies, other than canned 
goods, we put up in paraffine hags, 
brought by Mr. Sanborn for this pur­
pose, and after Mr. Guay had intro­
duced us to two stalwart guides, who 
were supposed to he somewhat ac-1 
quainted with the country wie were 
about to explore, but who could not 
speak or understand cne word of 
English, we started from Chicoutimi in 
a motor boat, with the two canoes in ! 
tow, and headed further up the Sag-: 
uenay for seven miles to a place call­
ed Terre au Pne, meaning “ a little 
land,” although the Lord knows there 
■was land enough such, as it Was, 
looked as though it wouldn't grow 
sage bush.. I guess they meant I 
there was ‘ ‘a little land” between the j 
rocks, but you couldn’t see it unless 
you Looked very carefully.
Well, from there we had two bag­
gage teams and a top buggy to trans­
port us some 10 miles to Slilp-'Shaw 
where we had dinner and 12 miles 
further to St. Ambroise where we 
spent the night. At Ambrojse wre 
took on a case of eggs and a bushel 
of very small potatoes, as this was 
the last place where it was possible 
to get any supplies. Mr. M. D. Van­
dal, who keeps’ the hotel, store and 
postoffiice entertained us at the latter 
named place. There wasn’t very 
much room but we were given tlie 
very best accommodations the place 
afforded, and I want to say here that 
in every place where we stopped on 
the trip, the natives were very kind 
and accommodating in every way and 
did net weary us with conversation, 
for with the exception of Mir. San­
born and myself, we never heard a
! ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Y oung w o m m  going W  
Bouton to w o rk  or 
any  lady  going to  Booton fo r  
pleasure or on a shopping




a d e lig h tfu l p lace to atop. A  
H o m e -H o te l In th e  h e a rt of 
Boston exc lu s iv e ly  fo r w o ­
m en. 630 room s, safe , com ­
fo rta b le  c o n v e n ie n t of acceee. 
prices reasonab le . F o r p a r ­
tic u la rs  and prices address
Miss Castiae C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.
word of English from the time we 
left Chicoutimi until we arrived at 
the Lac St. Jean on our way back.
We left St. Amhroise th© neit 
morning with the same teams and 
journeyed some 15 miles to the Lac 
Des IBe, and here we sent the teams 
back and put our canoes in the wat­
er. The two native guides started 
ahead with Mr. Sanborn and myself 
following, and thus was our order of 
march throughout the trip. Two miles 
across the Lake we entered the rive 
La Quer and in following up this 
stream we made five short carries, 
crossed the Petit Lac La Ouer and 
camped at the head cf the Gros Lac 
La Cu©r. While making camp Mr 
Sanborn caught 24 square tails, on a 
fly, for supper, just y2 dozen each, to 
which we did ample justice, for wfiiat 
with the five carries and my efforts 
to keep in sight of the guides across 
the Lakes, I was indeed all in.
The next morning we made a two- 
mile carry into a little lake at tie
(Continued on page three).




will bring it to them
C O  Rare Issues a Year—all of the
very best—and the most also. 
Twice as much reading as any 
monthly magazine gives.
9 Great Serials in 1916, and also 2 5 0  Short Stories ...
Rare Articles by Specialists, Edi­
torial Page, Family Page, Boys’ 
I’age, Girls’ I’age, Children’s Page. 
Doctor’s Advice, and * ‘tons of fun.”
s e n d  T o - d a y . $2.00 for fifty-two
Issues for 1016. Compnnion Home Cfl! 
endar for 1916 included if you send at once.
THE YOUTH’ S COMPANION. Bo.ton. M.«-
Three Current Issues Sent Free.
sM A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M AINE,
IN THE GREAT NORTH WOODS
A Tale of the Canadian Border
Written for Maine Woods, By Bruce Stewart
(Continued from last week.)
Marcia took in th© situation at a 
gjfeaoe and for a moment she was at 
a ices for a proper course of action,, 
but only for a moment and the four 
people watching her could, not detect 
even that moment's hesitation. T hen 
she calmly unfolded the Letter and 
read >t slowly. There was evidence 
enough against her, but she tunned 
imperiously to Mrs. Vasliaw and de­
manded What riigiht she had to open 
mail belonging to another; and, since 
gbe had opened it, what she hod 
learned to cause her such excite­
ment.
Mrs. Vasliaw quailed before the 
girl’s wrath,. Was it possible that 
she had mode a mdstaike? No, she 
bad certainly seen the Letter-head, 
and rallying her forces she demanded 
to know wliy the Commission had 
written to Miss Lawson.
“That,” sand the girl, “ is none of 
your business, but I will say this 
much,—since you have taken so mnicl 
interest in. my affairs,—many friends 
of people who come to Maine to hunt 
and fish do not know their exact lo­
cation and write to the Commission, 
for information, such is often the 
case. But in any case, you had nc 
right to open my letters. I did not 
think it of yen, Mrs. Vashaw.”
Airs. Vashaw’a excitement was 
waning perceptibly, and two of the 
men looked sheepish. Maroia thank­
ed the Fates that Mrs. Vashaw liad 
not received an English education 
and was beginning to breathe more 
freely when Le Loup, who had been 
watching her silently, stretched out 
bis uninjured hand for the letter. To 
refuse to give it to him would be to 
acknowledge that it contained some­
thing these people ought not to 
know, and she could do nothing but 
yield. Gravely the breed took the 
tetter and ran his eye down the page 
then (jxi nearly faultless English he 
read it aloud. When lie hod finish­
ed there was a- silence. Marcia stood 
like a statue, White to the Lips, but 
dauntless.
Le Loup handed the letter hack to 
Marcia and said, “ Mam’selle, you 
have made a good figlht, hut you see 
it ig finished. You came up here to 
spy upon and catch someone and 
have yourself been caught. If ycu 
bad seized this Lamonte (for I judge 
he is the man your Commission 
’rants) you would harve taken ■'him 
hack with you to await the pleasure 
of your people. Instead we have 
seized you, and we shall do by you as 
you would by him,—take you with us 
to await our pleasure and his. When 
you see your Commission again tell 
tiem that a girl cam© nearer success 
...an their men ever have, but that so
SANDY RIVFR £ RANGELEY 
LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
YAR51INGT0N Passenger Trains leave Farm- 
atton for Phillips. Rangeley and Bigelow, at 
5.15 P. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas- 
'«?er trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M. 
wd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 
P.M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at 
WO A. M.
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong 
!«m Phillips at 6.23 A. M.. and from Phillips and 
Rsngeley at 1.34 P. M., and from Bigelow at 1.15 
P.M., and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and 
LflP. M. Passenger trains leave Strong for 
F»rmington at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For 
Phillip* at 12.87 P. M. For Phillips and Range- 
!*> at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P. M. and 
lit Kingfield at 5.50 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M. 
‘id from Kingfield at 8.26 A. M.. and from Farm- 
"Vton at 11.45 A. M. Loaves for Phillips at 1.40 
P. M, and for Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farming- 
tol'atfi.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at 
'15 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm- 
l3Vton at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From'Range- 
^ *t 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A. 
K, Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives fx-om Farm- 
>"rton at 2.15 P. M.
P-ANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farm- 
Won at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4E P. M, 
Wd leaves at 7,30 A. M.
1ALEM Passenger Train leaves for Strong at 
■^50 P. M. and for Bigelow at 2,38 P. M.
^GFIELD MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at 
■15 A. M. Passenger train leaves for Bigelow at 
|i53P. M. Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at 
WO A. M., and passenger train arrives fx-om 
“>?elow at 4.50 P. M. Passenger train leaves 
l)r Farmington at 12.30.
PIGELOW Mixed train arrives from Kingfield 
JO IB A. M., and departs for Kingfield and 
"ttmington at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train ar- 
J’esfrom Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs 
:ot Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.
F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager, 
Phillips, Maine.
long as liiiis friends stand by him it 
will take the Devil himself to catch 
Lamonte!’ ’ ’
Turning to his companions he 
spoke to them in French and they 
left the room,. Then he addressed 
Marcia again and told her to go to 
h-er room and pack such of her be­
longings as she wished to take with 
her as the start for the Canadian 
Side would be made at once.
‘ ‘It is useless, Mam’selle,’’ said lw 
“ to thank of escape, for Sandy and 
Pierre are guarding your windows 
and I am here at the door.’’
Resistance was worse than useless 
and Marcia entered her room without 
a word. A girl of different training 
would have made a scene at least, 
but Marcia’s training had given liter 
steady nerves and an impersonal way 
of viewing matters, consequently she 
realized that, while a scene might 
ease her feelings, it would not he 
apt to better the condition of affairs. 
It was to be expected that for the 
time she Sliould regret tliat she had 
ever undertaken the trip at all, next 
she mentally berated the bungling 
action o f the Commission in sending 
the letter to Conners, and then her 
pluck returned and she decided that 
things were not so bad after all. The 
men seemed civil, She had seen 
many woodsmen and they had all 
been gentlemen. It would not be 
long before the new® of her predica­
ment would reach the Commission 
and steps would probably he taken 
for her release. In the meantime 
she would probably be taken; into 
the vicinity of Lamonte since tliese 
men seemed to be fellow poachers of 
Ms, and was it not possible that she 
might yet have an opportunity to car­
ry out her plan® far ha® capture ? So 
she hastily packed flier suit case, hav­
ing first clhanged into her hunting 
clothes, and stepped back into the 
kitchen.
Le Loup was waiting with a pair of 
blankets thrown over hi® arm. Mak­
ing the blankets and suit case into 
a neat pack, due adjusted several 
strap® and slung it on hii® back, 
stepped toward the corner where his 
rifle stood and turned quickly.
“ Mam’selle, your gun?”
Marcia brought n’t  reluctantly and 
handed it to him. The breed jacked 
out the eartridiges and strapped the 
rifle itself to the pack. In the mean­
time Pierre and Sandy had come in 
and were Shouldering their packs 
ready fer the start.
“ Come, Mam’selle, we must be go­
ing,’/  said Le Loup, and obediently 
Marcia stepped to the door amid 
twisted her moccasin® into tlie thong 
of her snowshoes. A moment more 
and the -little procession bad strung 
itself out in the moonlight and was 
headed for the Canadian Border.
Chapter II.
In the Shadow of the Spruces.
A little before one o’clock the par­
ty halted at a tumbled-down camp 
just across the Line. A fire was 
built in the ruined fireplace and pre­
paration® were, made to spend the 
remainder cf the might there.. Le 
Loup brought in an armful of boughs 
and piled them in ome corner of the 
camp, spreading the blankets over 
them, whale tli,e others cooked soime 
venison and boiled coffee. After 
the -supper was finished, lie told 
Marcia to ioosen her moccasins, roll 
up in the blankets and go to sleep 
a® they would start again early in 
the morning.
Once in the night Marcia awoke; 
the fire was still burning brightly 
and by its light -she could make out 
the form® of Pierre and Sandy relied 
in their blankets just beyond it, and 
of the Indian stretched blanketless 
before the glow. The moon- shown 
through the chinks c f the camp and 
sihe wondered if  it would not be 
possible to steal out and follow the 
tracks hack to the settLement. There 
were those there Who would see that 
she get safely home. Noiselessly sihe 
rose to a sitting posture and was 
about to slip out of her blankets 
when a low voice said, “ Mam’selle 
forgets,” and her startled glance met 
the steady gaze of Le Loup. She 
dropped back upon the boughs.
A lively discussion in French was 
the first tilling to greet her ears the 
next morning. Evidently the three 
were disagreeing violently. Th© dis­
pute continued through breakfast, 
which was a hasty and rather scan­
ty affair, and -she was none the wis­
er concerning its cause until Sandy’s 
command of French proved inade­
quate and he resorted to English 
with Scotch flavoring.
“Y© are neither o ’ ye seetuated to 
take care o ’ the girl, and ye are both 
o ’ ye outianders and know leetle o’ 
English customs. Our paths part 
here and it wi’ mysel’ that the girl 
goes!'*
‘I ban t’ink perhap’ not,”  broke in 
Pienre. ‘ ‘I bon t’fimk I tek her wit’ 
me. She ban handee to have for 
keep camp. I gass do girl go wit’ 
me, by gar!”
“ Bien!” said the Indian. “ And what 
will your wife at Montreal say to 
you, Pierre, if you take a housekeep­
er to your camp? And ycu, Sandy, 
did you not tell me that you had a 
wife and three pitits Sandies in 
Nova Scotia? White men have fan­
cied Indian girl® to do their work, 
now a white girl eh all do an Indian’s 
work,—it is hut fair. The girl goes 
with me, and the quicker we go our 
way® the better.”
Again Sandy and Pierre began to 
dispute; the breed’s hand slid to 
the sheath- hanging at his belt and 
Ills black eyes snapped as he spoke.
“ I have said that the girl goes 
with- me, it is well, I do net wish, to 
say it again.”
Tlie men grumbled to themselves, 
but sullenly made up their packs and 
each took Ms respective trail.. Sil­
ently Le Loup' picked up hi® belong­
ings and shouldered his pack; Mar­
cia slipped on- her snowshoes, but a t; 
the dioor she paused and Looked, down j 
tlie trail they had come the previous ; 
right.
“My people would not treat a girl 
in tha® way,” She said.
“ My people would not send a girl 
where sihe cculd be treated in this 
way,” was the curt reply, and the 
two turned their faces to the north 
and took up tlie march,.
All day they tramped on, the man 
shortening lias stride to match the 
girl’s, stopping twice to rest and eat 
a lunch, and just before dusk they 
readied a little log cabin nestling 
in a spruce thicket on the edge of a 
small pond.
“This is where we shall live,” said 
the man and stood aside for hi® com­
panion to enter.
(To be continued.)
CANOE T R IP  UP T H E  P E R IB O N K A  
RIV E R .
(Continued from page two.)
headwaters of the river Blanc, crossed 
the lake and started down the stream 
which was very small for a distance, 
but which gathered size and strength 
as we proceeded. We made three 
portages and ran three rapids and a- 
long in the evening we entered the 
Lac Tshitagama, about 22 miles from 
the lake at tlie headwaters of the 
stream. Seven miles down the Lac ; 
Tshitagama we selected a site fo r : 
our permanent camp, on rising I 
ground back of a beautiful white 
sand beach. Tshitagama is, a long, 
narrow lake and empties into the Per- 
't'vnka river through a thorofare. W< 
hadn’t found, since leaving Lac Des 
I He, any signs of campers, and dur­
ing tlie whole trip I de not remember 
of even seeing an axe mark. I ex- 
neeted to find great tracts, of timber 
but in, this I wa® disappointed. Tlie 
country (here and for miilles- and miles 
up the Peribonka is utterly devoid of 
merchantable timber, the growth con­
sisting, for the meet part, of a spec­
ie of scrub pine somewhat similar 
to our bull pine in some sections of 
this State. One thing struck an© was 
.tlie absence of any cedar anywhere 
but those pine and alders grew every­
where down to the water’s edge, ex­
cept that there are many white sand 
beaches. Everywhere there were 
blueberries, black flies; and bears, so 
tliat Mr. Sanborn christened it “ the 
country of the Three B’s.”
The next day we perfected our 
camp somewhat unlimbered the two 
hander and mode ready for the fray. 
Tlie weather was fine and clear, but 
cold at night. The first fish taken 
was a ouananiche which weighed 4 % 
pounds. Those fish are a species 
of landlocked salmon,, almost identical 
with tlie landlocked salmon of the 
inland waters of c-ur .State, with, the 
difference that they do not grow so 
large, for while we caught a great 
many, here -and on Lac S-t. Jean, 
while fly fishing, we never got any 
that weighed more than six pounds,
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but w© n iver took any under three 
pounds either. The waters here 
swarm with fish. The pike we found 
to Inhabit tlie thorofaresi and grassy 
places Where the water was com­
paratively shoal; the wall-eyed pike 
in 'deeper waters as also the ouan- 
aniche and tauladii (togue). We get 
a 20-pound, togu-e in Lac Tshitagiaima 
which was the largest fish of that 
specie® taken on the trip. The larg­
est brocket (pike) wieighed 27% Lbs., 
taken at the Keag-a-la-Pip© on Lac 
St. Jean.
We canoed a Long way up the Fer- 
ibenka from our 'home camp and made 
several, -side trips into ponds that our 
guides knew about. In only one of 
these ponds, or lakes, as the nat­
ives called them all, did. we find any 
speckled trout, and this wa® In Lac 
Des Auble which, empties into the 
Peribonka. Those trout run about 
four to the pound and' so far as I 
could see are identical with- our 
brook trout, with the exception that 
they have forked tails. They are 
pink fleshed and very fine flavored. 
In all of the ponds we visited th© 
water was remarkably clear and blue 
so that you could plainly see the 
bottom at a depth of 50 feet or more. 
The bottom being invariably covered 
with a very -green, coarse moss. I 
have no doubt that many of those 
pends contained trout, but we just 
didn't happen to catch any. They 
were good looking trout waters any­
way. The Peribonka, as far as we 
canoed up from Tshitagama is mostly
LAC ST. JEAN
EDWIN W. SANBORN AND HOW- 
• ARD WOOD.
dead water, deep, with a smooth cur­
rent in scone place®, and from % 
mile to 150 yards wide. There were 
many caribou, though what they feed 
on is a mystery, a few moose but no 
deer at all. All kinds of ducks were 
in evidence everywhere, particularly 
the black or dusky duck, and so tame 
that one could easily bag any amount 
be would want with very little ef­
fort. Partridges there were in abun­
dance, th© regular ruffed grouse, 
though they are much darker in- color 
tnan our Maine birds, but the meat 
is white and very fine. Small fur 
hearing animals wiere very plentiful, 
particularly mink and otter.
After having spent a week seeking 
tine king pik-e, and having taken noth­
ing over 18 pound®, we decided to 
move down the river to the Lac St. 
Jean, so forthwith broke camp th© 
morning of August 17th, and after 
carrying the rapids cf Ben Noir made 
camp at the Shute a McLeod. The 
whole volumn-e of the river here 
make® a perpendicular drop of more 
than 50 feet. Th© scenery is mag­
nificent and wild in the extreme. 
Here we saw the remains of the fam­
ous McLeod camp. The legend 
goes that a man by name of McLeod, 
“an Homme T©nribe” as "our guides 
described him, held forth, here 
and wa® the terror of the country 
from the -St. Lawrence to Hudson 
Bay. He was accredited with' having 
a hundred wives, picked up from the 
Indian chasseur©® of the Hudson Bay 
Company who make pilgrimage® up 
the Peribonka every fail for a winter 
supply of brochet. This McLeod 
and liiiis gang would rob them of 
their wives on, their way up and 
their furs on the way back. They 
claimed h© was bullet proof and had 
lived forever and would never die. 
But one fine day one of his wives 
succeeded in giving him a dose cf 
fox poison from which he expired in 
terrible agony. Whereupon his band 
dispersed and the reign of terror cn, 
the Peribonka ceased. So goe® the 
tale, and I thought that even our 
ruides believed.
After another night spent on the 
river we came to a point where there 
was a portage, and to avoid the num­
erous rapids on the river below, our 
guide® explained, that team®1 could be 
procured to carry us from this point 
to the La;c -St. Jean-; whereupon we 
sent cine of the guides out to the set­
tlement for the teams. In the 
meantime we fished a -little and pick­
ed blueberries; -fishing nil, blueber­
ries en masse. Another day and- we
are en route for Mistook, and 
I think lit Is well named, for I am 
certain th© Lord, If he ever created 
that place, certainly did make a mis­
take, for of all the places on the face 
of the earth, that place is the Limit. 
Here was the first, last and only 
thatched roofed building® I ever saw 
or ever expect to see, fer I do not 
expect to ever go back there to set 
any more. The .natives live on 
bears, black file® and blueberries, 
particularly the latter Which seemed 
to be their principal stack-i-n-trade. 
We didn’t make any “mistake’ ’ in get­
ting out of that place a® soon as; pos­
sible, and that night, still by team, 
w© arrived at the shore of Lac St. 
Jean, loaded cur canoes and went 
over to the Island House at the 
Grand Discharge. Here we persuad­
ed the keeper to take care of us for 
the night.
In the morning, after we had tak­
en stock of ourselves and surround- 
mgs, we were ap-prcache-d by the said 
keeper, who asked us- who we were, 
where we came from and where we 
were going to, and aifter we had told 
lam he informed us that we were 
trespassers and poachers, and it was 
his privilege and duty to arrest us 
forthwith.. Said that the whole coun­
try Where we had been fishing—and I 
came pretty nearly saying hunting— 
was under lease in the company for 
whom he was employed and that he 
wag a game warden with full author­
ity to enforce the law. Well, this 
wa® a pretty state of affairs indeed. 
No one had intimated to us that 
this was forbidden fruit, of which We 
had been partaking so freely, and I 
for one was beginning to feel mighty 
-homesick and wished ourselves back 
in “Mistook’ ’, with the present 
knowledge, the day before. However 
it was no use ‘ ‘crying over splllt 
milik” and it was up to u® to make 
the best of it. I want to -explain 
here that the guardian and his Wife 
were the only persons on the Island 
beside ourselves. The syndicate who 
owned the Island and all thereon had 
gone bankrupt and had closed up 
their -hotel, but still- retained tlie 
lease and keeper, so Mr. Sanborn, be­
ing -a lawyer, succeeded, after a time, 
iu convincing said guardian, that for 
the munificent sum of $26 per month 
and board himself, that be was not re­
quired to be too active or zealous- in 
the performance of his- duties. The 
upshot of the w-hcle matter was tliat 
w-e staid a week, the sole occupants 
of . the magnificent Island House, 
hoarded with the guardian and his 
wife and fished for ouananiche in tlie 
Grand Discharge and on, the shoals 
off the Island. And such fishing! 
Rightly named are they “The Leaping 
Ou-anani-oliig.” We took them one, 
two and three at a cast. They run 
from three to five pound® in weight, 
and such fighters. Many times they 
would come 10 feet out of water, 
shake their heads and go off with a 
whole string of flies and leader. We 
weren’t using the two hander then but 
a five oz’er. Those fish ate up en­
ough flies and got away with enough 
tackle to stock a good si-zed sport- 
Ing goods store on Broadway, t'.f in­
deed they have any stores- on that 
thorofare. W-e succeeded in landing 
two at onice, but While w-e often had 
three on at a time, something would 
always- happen-—those- fish were nev­
er of the siam-e mind and never would 
all come the same way.
Tuesday, August tine 27th was the 
day set to bid farewell to our Island 
home and, by this time, our good 
friend®, the guardian and his wife, 
but on that day there came up such 
a wind storm tliat the good ship-, the 
(Continued on page six).
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
TH IS is a very in­teresting and in­
structive book on mak­
ing cabin boats, canoes, 
row boats, etc. It tells 
of the various streams 
one can trip on with a 
cabin boat, how to 
equip for such a trip, 
what to wear and eat, 
cost of a two month’s 
trip. It gives descrip­
tions and diagrams, 
photographs and chapters on construction, 
when to float, when and where to land and 
other useful hints. Book is compiled of 
facts and observations made by the author. 
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations 
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat, 
Trip Down .the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to 
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment, 
Furnishing’s and Furniture, Odds and Ends of 
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender-, The Gasoline 
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin 
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Watex-s, Maps and 
Landing Lists, Floating, Floating at Night and in 
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast 
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles, Care 
of the Boat. Ways of Making Money. On Making 
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and 
Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing, 
Amusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A Cabin 
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S1.00.
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
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bay lynx species. The accompany­
ing cut from, a photograph taken only 
a few days before his death, Shews 
Mr. True with a young cat he had 
just brought out to FhiIMps.
Mr. True is survived by liis wife, 
a sou, Jdr. W. Henry True, a daugh­
ter, Mis® Edina Mae True, and by 
two sisters, Mrs. Mary Kemp ton of 
Salem, N. H., and Mrs. Louisa But­
terfield oif Phillips. The funeral 
was from Ms home Sunday afternoon', 
February 20, and was attended by a 
large number of friends. A large 
and beautiful offering of flowers bore 
messages of sympathy and hope. The 
funeral was conducted by Mr. C. F. 
Chandler and attended by Rev. M. S. 
Hutchins.
Mr. True was characterized by 
kindliness, a quack and sparkling 
humor, and an unlimited genius for 
making friends. His unusually wide 
circle of acquaintances all counted 
his friendship as one of life’s most 
valued possessions. Says one, “ He 
never came into my store, or even 
passed by cm the street without 
somehow giving m.e a- feeling of 
friendliness and cheer,’ ’ and there 
are many who can say the same.
He was a charter member of Mt. 
Saddleback Ledge,* I. O. O. F., and 
at the time of his death- was Com­
mander of James E. Cushman Post, 
No. 87, G. A. R.
From his parents he inherited a 
robust and loyal patriotism. His 
mother, Louisa Warren (Pratt) Tmue, 
was a direct descendant of General 
Warren, the devoted martyr of Bun­
ker Hill, and his father, Capt. Wil­
liam True, wa,s a sciidier in tie  war 
of 1812. His grandfather, Jonathan 
True, Jr., was a soldier ini the war 
for Independence, and one of the 
loyal little band who were with Was! 
ingten in the anguished days at Val­
ley Forge—days When many were 
turning from the Commander, and 
which one biographer ha® described 
as “ the darkest day® in. the liiife of 
Washington.’ ’ With such an ancest­
ry it is not strange that Mr. True 
was a man. who was ever alive with 
patriotic ardor, and that he himself 
answered to has country’s call in the 
dark days of clvdil strife, and', be­
came one of the brave and devoted 
men who saved America for us and 
for all humanity.
Special Sunday evening service at 
Union chruch on March 19th, from tli, 
“ Story and Song Series,” entitled, 
“ The Missionary Hero of Labrador, 
(Dr, Grenfell). This is illustrated 
by its own special music which will 
be rendered by tlie Choral Club. It 
Js a new and fascinating service, 
sacred;, musical, instructive and in­
tensely interesting. It gives a re­
markably fine picture of the grand 
and heroic, work of Dr. Grenfell a- 
mongst the people of Labrador. Dr. 
Grenfell, in the midst of hardships 
and thrilling adventures, iis a world 
renowned hero of the present day. 
Go and make hi® acquaintance, and 
incidentally hear some good music.
Mrs. Mary J. With am., who has 
been very ill for several weeks past 
at her daughter’®, Mrs. Will* 1 Doug­
lass, remains about the same, al­
though a slight improvement is noted
Mrs. George Rus®el!l cf Rangeley 
ha® been the guest of her sister, 
Mrs. Truman Fairbanks for a week 
or two past.
Will Douglas® ha® sold his bakery 
business and" will soon mov e back 
to Madrid. Mrs. Dan Wells will 
have charge of the restaurant and 
bakery, taking possession very soon.
You will mis® a good evening’s en­
tertainment if you do not attend 
the one next Monday evening at the 
Parish, House.
Mr. George Thompson celebrated 
ln> 92 nd birthday last 'Saturday, 
March, 11, at the home of hi® daugh­
ter, Mrs. Fred Ross. Mr. Thomp­
son is very active and has been re­
markably well this winter. He is 
very proud of the Boston Post cane 
he possesses for being the oldest 
man in town, and may he be the 
earner for many more years.
Special meeting of the Social Service 
club in the Parish House, Wednesday 
afternoon, March 22, at 2 o’clock. All 
ladies come prepared to tack a quilt.
Hon. Joseph C. Holman of Farming- 
ton has been appointed a justice of the 
peace by Governor Curtis.
C. M. Hoyt and little daughter Max­
ine have been in Portland a few days 
this week.
Mrs. N. H. Harnden who has been 
confined to the house by illness for a 
week or more recently, is much better 
and able to be out again.
A regular stated meeting of Sher­
burne Chapter, O. E. S., was held 
Wednesday. After the meeting closed 
the committee, Mrs. A. G. Cronkhite, 
Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison and Mrs. F. M. 
Hammond served homemade candies 
and peanuts and a social hour was pass­
ed. The committee for the April meet 
ing is Kon. N. P. Noble, F. M. Ham­
mond, George Morton, N. H. Harnden, 
Rev. M. S. Hutchins.
Harry Mecham has moved his family 
into Mrs. Augusta Hamden’ s house.
There will be no morning service at 
the Union church next Sunday but the 
Sunday school will be held as usual at 
12.10. The regular morning offering 
will be taken at the evening service.
Phillips town meeting next Monday, 
March 20.
shialil be determined.
“ We find that if the respondent is 
to furnish; all-night service dependent 
upoai water power only, and without 
abatement of compensation for lack 
Mrs. Bert Furbish who has been car- of current due to insufficient water 
ing for her father, Mr. G. T. Jacobs of j power, it should receive in addition 
toe Mile Square for the past two]to receipts from present published 
weeks, returned to Atwood’s Camps at rat>es the sum of $500 for cm© year
Kennebago Wednesday. Mr. and Mrs. 
Furbish are the caretakers for Mr. At­
wood. Mr. Jacobs still remains very 
ill his many friends will be sorry to 
learn.
Postmaster and Mrs. J. A. Linscott 
of Farmington were the week-end 
guests of his cousin, Mrs. Frank Hodg. 
man and husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Seward McKenney 
have returned to their home in Farm­
ington after passing several weeks in 
New Hampshire. <
The many friends of Miss Christina 
Hamlin were pained to learn of her 
death which occurred at her home at 16 
University Road, Brookline, Mass, on 
March 2, after a short illness from 
pneumonia. Mr. G. H. Hamlin of 
Avon, is a brother, and Mrs. Mary 
Field of Phillips and Mrs. Elvira Wig- 
gin of Brookline, sisters of the de­
ceased. We shall hope to publish a 
more extended notice in our next issue.
BE TTE R L IG H TIN G
W A N T E D .
SERVICE
(Continued from page one.)
inig and private customers bias been 
from, sunset until midnight, with 
lights from 5 o ’clock a. m. until sun­
rise during the winter season, where­
as aliLnight service Is desired for 
street lighting and 23-hour service 
for other purposes; that different 
rate® have been ' charged different 
customers for similar service; that 
the service is at times ‘ ‘exceedingly 
pcor and inadequate’ ’ ; that the com­
pany’s minimum charge of $1.50 per 
month a® excessive; and that the 
company has unjustly refused to in­
stall! motor service unless the appli­
cant “ would subscribe for at least 10 
lights'.”
The respondent filed its answer, 
in which it claimed that its rates, 
charges, regulations and practices are 
reasonable and just; that its service 
is adequate, and “as full and com­
plete as the circumstances and con-1 
ditiojis demand-’ and ‘ ‘as the com­
pensation received warrants.” Con- 
tin uing, the answer i,n substance ad­
mits the allegation as to the source 
of its power, the absence cf title 
tnereto, denying the materiality of 
that fact so long as its service con- 
t;nues to be adequate.
from the date on which any order 
hereinafter made for that purpose 
shall become effective, said sum to 
be derived from increased rates' for 
street lights and from private sub­
scriptions.
“ We find that If the respondent is 
to fumisih all-night service with 
water power, employing auxiliary 
power to insure constant service, it 
should receive during a period of 
three years, in addition to receipts 
from present published rates the sum 
of $1000 the first year, $800 the sec­
ond year and $700 the third" year.
“ Neither cf these plans provides 
for 23-hour service, and neither, £©, 
in our judgment, as satisfactory as 
may be worked out by the parties 
themselves', if they will enter frank­
ly and in good faith into negotiat­
ions, where greater elasticity is pos­
sible than, in any arbitrary order. 
The commission earnestly recom­
mend® that they undertake to do so.
“ It may be that no adequate plan 
can be worked out between the re­
spondent and the public, aaid that 
additional service will have to be 
sought elsewhere. In such cases. 
Chapter 335, Public Law® of 1915, 
offers a suggestion which may he of 
value, if other efforts fail. But it 
ought not to be necessary either to 
permit or to compel an other electri­
cal utility to enter any part of this 
field, and we do not think that it 
will.
“ No order wiiii be made until, the 
complainants have an opportunity to 
canvass the matter and ascertain to 
what extent and licw the foregoing 
requirement® can be complied wiitfa. 
Until such time, or until otherwise 
ordered, the case will stand sus­
pended.”
In their report the Commission 
make® the following statement: “ We 
feel that it is only just to state that 
the complainants maintained a com­
mendable spirit of fairness through­
out.’'
M E T H O D IS T  EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Sunday, March 19.—Morning ^  
ship, 10.45. Sermon, “The Lif« 
Worth. Living.” Sunday school 12. 
Reports of Boys’ Conference wiilil jj, 
given. Junior League, 3. Epwouti 
League devotional meeting, 7. Sub­
ject, “A World Program for tie 
League.” Leader, Airs. Clairena 
Campbell. Gospel service of seng 
and praise, 7.30.




Watch service at Croak’®'. Buy. 
ing a Avatcth is more than ;>ayiaig % 
much money for a time piece. We 
sell service with every Avatch we put 
cut and are here to hack them up 
every day in the year. The price ii 
a little less because av® are cat of 
the high rent district. May Ave show 
you?
Now i® the time to start your hens 
t^ > laying and see that your stock 
as in gcod condition for spring. Stock 
Tonic and Poultry Panacea at Tooth- 
aker’®.
Asik to see the line of 25£. corset 
covers at C. M. Hoyt’s.
A new shipment of Kodaks just 
in at F. E. Parker’s. Come im aad 




spring overcoats at D . F .
Nice
Bean’s.
fresh • parsnip® at George
Pretty dressing table® at the store 
of C. F. Chandler & Son, both in oak 
and the white en&meJ.
TOWN COMMITTEE 
ORGANIZED
Wednesday evening the Republican 
< j Town committee met and organized 
The company admits the character i with B. Frank Beal, chairman and J.
of its contract with the village cor-1 Blaine Morrison, secretary, 
poration for street lights, but denies The following compose the town
committee: B. Frank Beal, J. Blaine 
Morrison, D. F. Field, H. B. Austin, 
D. R. Ross, Carl Beedy, J. W. Russell, 
A. A. Jacobs, G. D. Bangs, N. E. But­
ler, A. D. Graffam, N. H. Harnden, D. 
F. Hoyt, W. B. Butler, W. E. Heath, 
C. E. Berry, I. R. Bubier, Chas. H.
R USSELL’S MILLS
Tilie Phillips Hardware Co. baa a 
good supply of all kinds of remedies 
for cow troubles. KoAv-Kure should 
always be kept oai hand, it is used 
Avith; splendid results. Cow’s Relief 
Js another great remedy.
The Sedgeley Store has a large 
line of rubbers for the spring trade, 
all kinds. -
'  Of Course Baby Cried.
“ Mrs Giddigad’s baby cried the 
other day when she wanted to take 
; it from nurse a moment.” ‘Yes. the 




We wish to thank our friends for 
their words of sympathy, their many 
deeds of kindness and the beautiful 
flowers sent to us at the time of cur 
great sorrow; also the Odd Fellows for 
their impressive services given at the 
yard.
Mrs. William True.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Henry True,
Miss Ed la True.
ANNIVERSARY GIFTS
This is your anniversary. Had you 
forgotten? She never forgets. Jew­
els, Gold or Silver, make everlasting 
remembrancTs for anniversaries and 
birthdays. i f  you have given her 
everything she requires in personal 
jewelry and novel ies, here’s a sug­
gestion; Start a collection of silver, 
flat or hollow ware by giving one piece 
or a set at a time, on birthdays and 
anniversaries You will find quality, 
variety and value at.
CRONKHITE’S, The Jeweler
Phillips, Maine.
When Napoleon Was Wounded.
Napoleon, like almost all great mili­
tary leaders, was wounded in course of 
his military career, though once only. 
This was before Ratisbon, on April 
23, 1809. He was struck by a grape- 
shot ball, and received a flesh wound, 
which disconcerted him so little that 
he mounted his horse, wiping away 
the blood with a handkerchief. The 
ball was picked up by an officer, who 
treasured it so highly that it passed 
as an heirloom tb his children and 




M A G A ZIN E
at all, you will




Send your name and address 
on a postcard to PEARSON’S 
MAGAZINE, 425 East 24th 
Street, New York City, for a
F R E E  S A M P L E  CO P Y
that the rate© therefor are unreasc in- 
able, or in excess cf those charged 
private parties or of those charged 
in other places under similar con­
ditions. It states that it believes 
that the village corporation would 
not contract for all-night service at 
a reasonable price, and that the McKenney, W. W. Mitchell, Albert
business of the town would net A v a r-; Whitney, 
rant 23-hour service. -----------
The eommissicner© say in f  air 
decision:
“ Increased rates to private con­
sumers should not be thought of.
They must not be required to pay 
more for Avihat they do use for the 
privilege of using Avihat generally they 
will not wish to use. Ti e natural 
result of an increase sufficient to af­
ford a substantial return would be to 
reduce revenue by decreasing the 
number cf patrons. I;f this metbed 
were to be invoked, it could be made 
to rea.ah all alike only by increasing 
the minimum monthly rate, wihich fa 
already as high as rt should be.
“ The additional service to the vil­
lage corporation in keeping its 
streets lighted a ll. night would, how­
ever, be a distinct benefit, and one 
for which an added charge mlg’ t 
properly be made. But the corpor-
H O L Y O K E  M U T U A L  FIRE I N S U R ­
ANCE CO., SALEM, MASS.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915
March 14.
Mrs. Caddie La Bran of Chicago, 
who is the guest of her sister, Mrs. 
Hattie Cony of Temple, ha® also 
been visiting her niece, Mrs. Abibie 
Marden.
Mrs. M. A. Steven® i® suffering 
with, rheumatism. Dr. J. W. Nichols 
is the attending physician.
“Friday, March 10, Avas Esther Stev­
en’® birthday. During the day the 
guests were, Mr. andr Mrs. David 
Corbett, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stoltz 
and Master Almond, Mrs. Evan® L. 
Merchant and daughters, Bottle and 
Geraldine. Mrs. Steven® served 
cakes and coffee.
Mr. W.alter Prescott wa® a caller 
in this neighborhood recently. He
atiem, while lit must pay a just rate j tells u® hi® son, Harold, whom many 
for the electricity it uses, cannot be pleasantly remembered, i® now princi-
Real Estate, $86,000.00
Mortgage Loans, 7,000.00
Stocks and Bond©, 757,454.86
Cash in Office and
Bank, 18.401.47
Agents’ Balances, 29,102.52
Interest and Bents, 11.829.60





Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915
Net Unpaid Losses, $2,650.61
U neamed Premiums, 322,723.91
Alii other Liabilities', 119,051.28
Cash) Guaranty Capital, 100.000.09
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 3 65,432.37
compelLed to use any. The com­
pany may publish a lawful rate for 
street light®, but their use i® a mat­
ter of agreement, and the village cor­
poration AvOIl need to- be consulted 
before it is known Iioav much can  be 
derived fircm this source, end for 
hew long a period.
“ It necessarily fellow© that, if the 
additional service is to be had', what­
ever part of the cost is not left to 
be met by the respondent or borne 
by the village corporation must tome 
from voluntary contribution. This, is 
not a proper way to provide income 
for a public utility under ordinary 
circumstance©; but here all parties 
concede it® necessity, and the con> 
plain ant® ask only that the amount
pal of a school in Rockport.
Mr. Ohauncy Butterfield, who- has 
been, at work in the woods near 
Stratton, is now the guest c f Mr. 
Frank Thompson,, also of Mr. Butter­
field’s nephew. Evans L. Merchant.
Gum Tragacanth.
The various species of Astragalus, 
known in Persia as “kevin,” from 
which gum tragacanth is obtained, 
grow on the mountain ranges which 
surround the Persian plain. The 
bushes producing the gum grow to a 
height of two feet. In the spring, 
when the sap rises, a part of the 
branches are cut aAvay, thereby allow­
ing the sap to. flow out, which coagu­
lates within a feAv hours on the sur 
face of the stalk.
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, ""$909,858.11
Agent, George M. Currier, Farming- 
ton, Me.
Franklin,
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
I have opened a fully equipped ofiid 
in Belfast, Me., including a grinding 
plant which will enable me to dupli«({ 
broken lenses and make other repair5 
the same day received. Although * 
little farther away the mail service u 
just about the same as at New Shard 
All you need to do i® to send the broken 
lenses or if I have previously fitted yd; 
I have the record to refer to which w1 
insure prompt, accurate and efficient 
service.
I  shall continue my visits to Phillip5 
Rangeley and other towns as often H 
there is a reasonable demand for 
services.
Thanking you for past patronage 
desiring a continuance of same.
FRANK F. GRAVES, 
Graduate Optometrist 
BELFAST, - - MAP
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CLASSIFIED
Qo« cent • word In advance. No headline or 
jther display. Subjects in a, b» e» order
BERMUDA A LAND 
OF PURE DELIGHT
FOR SA r<E—Desirable house lots In 
FhdiliP®. Address Maine Woods.
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small 
pigs and shoats. B. P. Beal, Phil- 
Ups, Me-: ~ -------------------------------------------
Smokers, my “ government seal’’ cig­
ars are better th.an most 5 cent 
cigars. Send $1.50 for trial box of 
10 cigars and be convinced. J. H. 
Hannon, 195 South Mulberry street, 
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohdio.
FOR SALE OK EXCHANGE—Young, 
gouiul, acclimated horses. Both heavy 
aad light. 'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross, 
Phillips, Me.
RABBITS WANTED—Will pay fif­
teen cents each. Must be in good 
condition and non-poison ou^, and 
dressed leaving skins on. Can use 
forty per week until April 1st. Tel. 
64-15. M. F. Stevens, Dover, Me.
65 VALUABLE FORMULAS, Tricks, 
illusions and House Hold hints in my 
nteresting magazine of two issues. 
Sect complete for a dime. E. Stanley 
Johnson, P. O. Box 144, Burnside, 
Conn.----------------------------------------------
FOR SALE—The W. C. Beal farm, 
also 6-year-old Jersey cow with re­
cord of $13.09 for 16 days. B. F. 
Beal.
WANTED—April 1st. Girl far gen­
eral housework. Mrs. Joel Wilbur, 
Phillips, Me.
FLOCK OF SEVEN 
HERRING GULLS
The big herring gulls wMch have 
been frequenting the river around 
Augusta during the winter months ap­
pear to be increasing in numbers 
as spring advances and a flock of 
seven was counted Sunday morning 
circling above the river a short dis­
tance from tiie Kennebec Journal of­
fice. During such time as the tom- 
cods are running the gull® find plen­
ty to eat, but at other times they 
apparently have to supplement their 
fish diet with whatever they can find 




William F. Nye is the great- j 
cst authority on refined oils in the 
world. He was the first bottler; has 
the largest business and NYOIL  
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called 
oil. Use NYOIL on everything 
where a light oil is needed. It pre­
vents rust and gyves perfect lubrica­
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally*  on 
your firearms and your rod. You will 
find it by far the best. Hardware and 
sporting goods dealers sell it in large 
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and 
In trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
W M  F. NYE,
N e w  B e d fo r d , Mass.
MAPS OP MAINE 
RESORTS AND ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries 
for maps of the fishing regions of the 
Btate, etc. We can furnish the follow­
ing maps:
Franklin County * $ .50
Somerset County .50
Oxford County . . 50
Piscataquis County .50
Aroostook County .50
Washington County ? .50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in 1.00 
Geological map of Maine .35










J. W B R A C K E T r  CO., 
Phillips,’ - Maine.
Voyage Sometimes a Bit Rough, 
but Well Worth It.
Hamilton, Bermuda, Feb. 29, 1916.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Mercury 54 to 62 degrees. Having 
just finished a column fcr a local 
paper, ‘ ‘The Mid-Ocean,’ ’ a coipy of 
wluicih I buy to enclose under separ­
ate cover, and knowing how scarce 
even poor copy i® (or may be) in 
winter, I felt like sending you a few* 
lines just to keep my pen hand in 
practice for next summer’s campaign.
I hope to be somewhere in Maine 
eaaly in the season, preferably in or 
near Ox Bow.
I haven’t heard from my old-time 
friend, Capt. Billy Soule since last 
fall. I dare say he’s very much a- 
live and very busy, for he never 
loafs except when he's sick, and not 
always when he is under the weath­
er.
I expect that the new Grange hall 
at the Bcw is now finished, and ded­
icated, and used. It will, undoubt­
edly, do much to attract not only 
the people of the Bow to a new civ­
ic centre, but many ethers from Mas- 
ardis and Ashland and Squa Pan. I’d 
Uke mighty well to see the young 
country lads and lassies, with, a few 
grey-beards thrown in for ballast, in 
one of their jolly, good dances In the 
dance hall of this new Grange. Danc­
ing is the leading divertisement for 
the flocks of tourists who come to 
Bermuda. All the hotels, big and 
little, furnish good orchestras, and 
one can go to a full-dresis( ?) ball al­
most any night in the week at little 
if any expense to the dancer. There 
is also golf, tennis, cricket, base ball, 
horse racing and swimming. Also 
boating, fishing, riding and, though 
not leash good walking on hard, 
smooth roads, and on by-paths to 
the sea, shaded by abundant vegeta­
tion in the midst of which, and half | 
concealed by it, stand the pleasant 
homes.
Just now, from 15,000 to 20,000 
packages cf vegetables go forward 
each week to the New York market. 
Very soon onions will fill the sheds 
on the dock with thousands of crates 
A full crate is 50 pounds, I think, j 
Easter lilies are already in bloom, | 
but not many just yet. Easter Sun­
day will come late this year, April 
23rd, and the beautiful oleander 
bloom will then be in its prime. The 
gorgeous bourganvillia is spreading it­
self in flaming fashion, some with 
reddsih flowers, enmasse, and othr j 
ers, more beautiful, with richest pur-1 
pie. The cabbage palm, sometimes 
called royal palm, is in bloom curious­
ly displayed on its straight, granite- 
like trunk. The poinsettia bloom 
is passing, but th e pensiarna, an oak­
like tree, is still bare. Its leaves 
are like green lace and the bloom, 
which comes on a little later, covers 
the entire top with great masses of 
scarlet glory. Scarlet is English, 
you know, and therefore is quite fit 
for an English colony.
T ie  hibiscus, an ever-blooming 
shrub, one kind with red, and one
S T A T E  OF M A IN E .
P U B LIC  NOTICE.
By virtue of the authority confer­
red upon us by the provisions of 
Chapter 32, R. S. Sec. 39, a® amend­
ed by Chapter 222, of tine Public 
Laws cf 1915, we, having received 
written complaint from- thie owners 
of the land that beaver are doing ac­
tual, substantial damage to their 
property, hereby declare an open sea­
son on beaver, from March 20, 1916,
to April 30, 1916, inclusive on the 
fo l lo w in g  territory:
• That part of Saddleoack stream 
which lies above the Rangeley Water 
Company’s Dam in Sandy River Plan­
tation, Franklin County.
During .thie open season herein pro 
vided for on the lands above speci­
fied, it shall be lawful fcr any licens­
ed hunter and trapper of fur bearing 
animals to trap beaver thereon, but 
no person shall set a trap within ten 
feet of a beaver house.
Witness our Lands ihils> 11th j^ lay cf 
March, A D., 1916.
Harry B. Austin, 
Leon G. C. Brown,
F. E. Mace.
Commissioners o f  Inland Fisheries 






with buff flowers, is quite common. 
The century pliant, w.hilch sends up a 
stalk like a huge asparagus, 'is just 
coming into bloom. it looks like a 
gigantic candelabrum with large 
bunches of yellow flowers. The night 
blooming cereus loves the tep of a 
high wall ever which, to hang its a- 
bundant bloom of yellow and white 
of a sad, sickening smell. There is 
a vine nearby whose flowers are 
white in the ferenoen, then red in 
the afternoon. Time and space would 
fail me to mention all of the plants 
and shrubs which flourish here, the 
which I am net able to do. Fruits 
of many kinds and various flavors 
may be found in private gardens, in­
cluding bananas, peaches, grapes, 
figs, lemons, oranges and a few 
grape fruit. I have eaten grapes 
twice in a year from off c.f the same 
vine. Pecan nuts (a few) are grown 
here.
I have seen coffee and cotton grow­
ing in Bermuda, also allspice and 
pepper plants. Indian rudlbber trees 
are numerous, also palmetto, and a 
largo variety of palms', including the 
cocoauuit and date palms. The caves 
and caverns cf Bermuda, and the 
Marine Gardens, as well, are points oi 
great interest to the beholder. Of 
the fish in the sea I have written 
once before, I think. They are many, 
and some are beautifully color'd, if 
not really fantastically dressed. Some 
are large and many are small. I saw 
one amber fish, lately, which weigh­
ed, alive, about 114 pounds. It was 
six feet long, and every part of it 
was used for food for humans or bait 
for other fish. Sharks come around 
the coasts occasionally. One was 
brought in. here which wais 11% feet 
long and weighed about 800 pounds. 
He was hooked accidentally and two 
men had the time of their lives bring-
The Pleasure
Of an Occasional Trip to
PORTLAND
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a 
Home During- Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern 
House In the City, With All Conven­
iences Including Hot and Cold Running 
Water and Local and Long Distance 
Telephone in All Rooms. ■
Jnst a step from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Kates Reasonable. 
Take the "Jitney”  or Munjoy Hill car f-.om 
Union Station-
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up. 
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E. THURSTON. R. f  . HJMMELEIN,
Proprietors.
lug him to Hand.
Re coin t showers cf hail have made 
us all think that thie weather tables 
were being overturned, and that the 
warm Gulf Stream had lest its re­
viving, protecting" properties. But 
we know that that is not the fact; 
the fact is that as scon as the 
clouds roll by, the genial warmth of 
Old Sol wliilil make all nature laugh 
and grew again, and the thoughtless, 
complaining tongue be stilled. Ocean 
travel has been very boisterous this 
season, apd our New York boats 
have been somewhat late to ar­
rive, several1 times. Steamer day 
brings out a full attendance at the 
dock to “ welcome the earning, and 
speed the parting guests.’ ’ Runners- j 
in from the hotels, and carriages by | 
the score, make Front street and the 
dock an animated scene; net to men­
tion the huge plies of merchandise 
and vegetables which fill every a- 
vailable space.
The present Bermudas are tlie rem­
nants of a much Larger land area 
Which stood up out of the sea in pre­
historic times. At the northeaster­
ly corner of the reefs stands' North 
Rock, on which there is a Eight by 
night, about nine miles from thie 
present north shore. At the edge, 
the depth of water drops off, almost 
perpendicularly, many hundreds of 
feet. At the south shore the reefs 
are very narrow, and between Ber­
muda and St. Thomas on the south 
the sea is nearly four miles deep. 
Soundings by the British ship, ‘ ‘Chal­
lenger’ ’ shew that Bermuda stands 
on the submerged summit of a moun­
tain, and that oniy a few miles to 
the southwest are two more mountain 
tops now under from fifty to two 
hundred and fifty feet of water. 
There has been no appreciable 
change in the shore lines since the 
Islands were discovered early in the 
fifteenth century.
Bermuda is a land of pure delight 
and perfect rest to one who is right­
ly exercised thereby. It is just as 
easy here to go fast and furious as' 
anywhere, and many there aire who 
go the limit. It is not a good clim­
ate for consumptives; but I have 
seen rheumatism' knocked out by the 
liberal use of hot salt water, pure 
air and the genial rays of a scuthr  
ern sun. I have seen many jaded, 
nervous people set up ou tlhiedr pins
again after a few weeks or month® 
of rest. Bermuda produce® nothing 
but vegetables and a few cedar 
goods. Everything for man and 
beast i® imported from England, Can­
ada and the United States1, mostly 
from the latter country. Imports from 
tlie West Indies1 are not large. 
There is no other place, within sev­
en hundred mites of New York where 
so much, benefit can be derived for 
the time, and money invested; and al­
though the voyage is sometimes' a bit 
rough and tedicus it is soon over, 
and all the discomfort is swallowed 





Word ha® been received from Cu­
rator Thomas A. James cf the State 
Museum, who accompanied the Maine, 
fj sill and game exhibit for Senator 
C  ^F. Johnson’s committee room® to 
Washington, stating that lie reached 
New York Monday and would attend 
the American Game Protective As so*, 
ciiation dinner at the Waldorf Astor­
ia in connection with the meeting cf 
tiiat organization., March 6 and 7. He 
also plans to inspect the museums 
and aquarium® in New York City. At 
Boston he was in conference with 
the .Massachusetts fish and game 
commissioners at the State House 
and he also stopped at Wilkinsonvidle 
to visit the Massachusetts Central 
Game fairim. He planned to visit 
the Connecticut and New Jersey 
State game farms. He expected to 
reacli Washington on Wednesday 
and would then proceed to set up the 
exhibits in thie committee room.
Chief of Hatcheries Arthur Briggs 
of Wintbrop was at the department 
Monday on business.
Cdadim® for bounties on lynx and 
bobcats presented to the fish and 
game department amount to $1104 in 
the first two months of 1916 as com­
pared with 173 diaim® aggregating 
$692 received up to March 10, 1915. 
The appropriation for 1915 wa® $2500 
and fcr 1916 is $2000.
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders, 
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples, 
dummies and prices on request.
MA I NE  W O O D S
Conducts a first class job printing departn ent i
a
which specializes on Cainp and Hotel work §
W h y  n o t  let u s  K e lp  
y o u  w ith  y o u r  
a d v e r t is in g ?
J. W . BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS, MAINE
. )
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ATKINSON NEW 
PRESS CLUB HEAD
One of the Best Known Newspaper 
Reporters in New England.
Boston, Mas©., Mar.clli 10.—Roy At­
kinson, memibeir of thie Boston Post 
editorial staff for tilne past 10 years 
and formerly editor of Maine Woods, 
tine recireatiion and sporting wieekly, 
and other Maine papers, was elected 
presid'emt of the Boston Press1 Climb 
at iits 30 th annual election yesterday.
James C. WMte, political editor of 
the Heraldj, was elected vice presi­
dent; H, Lyman Armies- of the Post 
editorial department and Local repre­
sentative of the Mmsic Trade Indi­
cator and the New York Lumber 
Trade Journal-, secretary; Attorney 
Judd E. Dewey, treasurer; and the 
Hon. Herbert E. Elfliis cf the Tre- 
mionit Trust Company, financial sec­
retary.
The new board of directors elected 
includes Fergus Brown, treasurer of 
tli-e Hotel and Railroad News Com­
pany; George B. Gallup, president of 
the Pilgrim Publicity Association; 
Thomas W. Greemail advertising de- 
partm-ent of the Record; Cbarles A. 
Loiring, treasurer of thie Machine 
Composition Co.; Attorney James E. 
O’Connell; and William A. Troy, as­
sistant editor elf the Sunday Post.
President Roy Atkinson i-s one of 
the best-known newspaper reporters 
in New England. He is especially 
well-known in Maine where he was 
born in Brunswick in 1882. Before 
coming to the Boston Post 10 
years ago he bad been a member 
of the staff of tihie Kennebec Journal 
and editor of the Miillimooket Journal 
and the Lincoln Chronicle. Since then 
be spent one year on 1-eav-e of absence 
editing Maine Woods, a sportsman's 
weekly of national circulation pub­
lished tin -Phillips, Me.
CANOE T R IP  UP T H E  PERIBO NKA  
RIVER.
were welcomed by o-ur friends Guay 
and La Bonne Menaigere.
Next morning at 4.40 we set sail 
down the Saguenay, and I want here 
to try and tell you something of the 
beauty of that most beautiful, river. 
All day long we sailed do-wn -that 
river, and it seemed to me that the 
range of mountains had been cleft in 
twain to make our passage. Bold- pic­
turesque cliffs arising abruptly from 
the water’s- edge to as high- as- 2,000 
feet at Cape Eternity, and at Cape 
Trinity there is a marble statue, rep­
resenting the Trinity, and set on a 
little plateau about two-thirds of the 
way up. We wiere told that this ia 
as far as man has ever -been able to 
ascend this peak. We wiere also told 
thiat the water in the river, at this 
point, wias nearly two miles deep-, b-ut 
this seems- hardly creditable. W-e ar­
rived at Ha Ila Bay for breakfast. 
This -place is- just a little hamlet 
with) no outlet except by way of the 
river, built -upon a little flat land 
where tli-e mountains- did not borne 
quite to the river. We passed a 
few like places as we continued on 
our way down, and at about 3 o ’clock 
arrived- at Tadousac, where we waited 
until about 6 o’clock before starting 
up the St. Lawrence.
At Tadous-ac we visited the govern­
ment fish hatchery, and the artificial 
pods where they kee-p the large sea 
salmon in readiness to b-e stripped in 
the fall. In this pool there were 
about 2,009 s-aimon, some ~ cf them 
weighing 35 pounds, and as the tide 
was cut at the time we could plainly 
see them as they frisked about. They 
would com-e to the top, and while 
they didn’t jump clear out of the 
water, they would roll over on their 
sides so that one coul-d see their 
whole size. Those salmon are taken 
by traps or wear®, in the spring sea­
son, and after they are stripped they 
are returned again, to the river and a 
new supply taken, the following 
spring. The superintendent of the 
hatchery told us- that when- the little 
salmon are two months old they are 
liberated in fresh water streams and 
ponds, with cutlets into the river, 
whore they live about two years be­
fore nature call© them to the salt 
water. At Tadousac, too, we visited 
the first church that ever was built 
in Canada. This church, built in
BOOKS FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS, FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN
T h e  following books are endorsed 
by leading publishers, hunters, trap­
pers and sportsmen in North America. 
T h e information they contain is re­
liable, having been gathered from ac­
tual expiences and successful experi­
ments of men who are leaders in the 
different branches covered by these 
works.
• These books shuuld be in the 
hands of every man who goes into 
the woods, either for pleasure or 
profit.
FOX TRAPPING
(Continued from page three)
Blueberry Boat, cancelled her sched­
ule to Roberval, and kept it cancelled 
for three day®, during which time we 1 2^7 by the Jesuit priests was the
first place to call the savages to wor­
ship in all of Canada. It has been 
kept in repair, but has- retained its 
original size and shape, and the in­
terior iis practically the same as it 
was almost 300 years- ago. Tern cents 
is the price of admission to this aid­
time Sanctuary, with 10 cents addit­
ional for the privilege cf ringing the
were prisoners on the storm-dashed 
island and ©pent tli-e time principally 
in target practice, using a .22 tar-get 
revolver with which ue used to land 
the pike. Score as follows: Guard­
ian 1st, Sanborn 2nd, and yours truly 
3rd, so you can, see what my chances 
were in a fair fight with that guard-
iicitfi, |
Well, after waiting three days for | e^dl- 
thiat blooming bluebe-rry ship w-e dis-! At 6 o’clock we leave 
covered that she was wrecked seine-1 and I close iny diary, 
where, so the next day, with a fleet 
of our two canoes and the guardian’s 
row boat wie set sail and landed at 
Des Ille, where we panted with our 
keeper and presented him with our 
canoe, which, while far superior to 
the 14 foot birch bark, was infinitely 
inferior to the canoes- we use on 
Moosebe-ad Lake. Another 15 or 20 
miles-, by team, to St. Gideon, where 
we boarded tli-e Quebec and Lake St.
Jolin train for Chicoutimi, arriving at 
that place at 7.40 p. m., where we
Tadousac 
The trip is 
over. All night up the St. Lawrence 
and Quebec in the morning. After 
breakfast at the Chateau Mr. San­
born took the steamer for Montreal 
and I the Q. C. for Megan tic and th e 
C. P. R. for Greenville and home, ar­
riving at four the next moniing. We 
had a most delightful trip in a land 
of the most wonderful inland fishing 
that could well be imagined—that 
land of the Bears, Black -flies and 
the Blueberries-.
Howard W-ood.
A BOOK of instructions 
tells how to trap.^T . 
s n a r e ,  poison1’ flag. V 
and shoot. A * j P I  
valuable b o o k  j 
for trappers. If j • 
all the methods j 
as given in thisW r-F A- 
had been stud-! ' 
ied out by one' jp 
man and he had - j 
begun trapping j 
when Columbus ] 
d i s c o v e r e d 1 j 
America, more ‘ |.)L? 
than four hun-fc**i 
dred y e a r s ----*ag ° M |
he would not be 
half completed. This book is edited by A. 
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra­
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into 
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents; 
Forces and Odor; Chaff Method Scent; 
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow 
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire 
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison; 
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods; 
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old 
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey­
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd 
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches; 
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
SCIENCE 
T R A P P Y
DE S C  R I- B ES the 
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pages, size 5 
x 7 inches, 
with 40 illus­
trations. The 
c h a p t e r  on 
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to 
young and inexperienced hunters and trap­
pers, as the author shows drawings of the 
footprints of the various animals. The au­
thor is personally acquainted with some of 
the most expert trappers in North America, 
and has also followed the Indians over their 
trap lines, and in this way learned many 
things which to the white man are not gen­
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters 
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk; 
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The 
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk­
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The 
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The 
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar; 
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The 
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs; 
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
Let William fell
D o n ’ t take our 
word for the extra 
goodness of the  
bread, cake and pas­
try made from this 
special flour, milled 
from Ohio Red W in­
ter Wheat. Order a 
sack today and let it 
do its own talking— 
it’s the only way to 
learn what your  
baking will gain 
through
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
A BOOK ofstructions f o r 1 
trappers about these 
a n d  o t h e r  home­
made traps by A. R.
Harding. This book 
contains 232 pages, 
sizes 5 x 7  inches, 
and 84 drawings and 
illustrations, printed, 
on good heavy pa-j] 
per. The most com­
plete book on how 
to m a k e  “ home­
made” traps ever 
published. Building 
deadfalls and con­
structing snares, as 
explained in this book is of value to trap­
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards, 
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing. 
The book contains 28 chapters as follows: 
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead­
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone 
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps; 
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set; 
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper 
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare; 
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box 
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num­
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch; 
General information; Skinning and Stretch­
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to 
Market; Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.
HUNTING DOGS
De s c r ib e s  in apractical man­
ner, the training, 
handling, treatment, 
breeds, etc., best 
adapted for n i g h t  
hunting, as well as 
gun dogs for daylight 
sport. This book is 
not intended for the 
field trial dog men, 
but is for the real 
dog men who delight 
in chases that are 
genuine. Contains 
253 pages, size 5 x 7  inches, with 45 illus­
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting, The 
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry, Training 
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train­
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and 
Coyote Hunting, Training for Squirrels and 
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound, Training 
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random 
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed­
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care 
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued), 
Peculiarities o f Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail­
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail­
ers vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on the Trap 
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The 
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The 
Beagle, Dachshurd and Basset Hound. Pointers 
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch 
Collies, House and Watch Dogs, A Farmer Hunt­
er—His Views,- Descriptive Table of Technical 
Terms.
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about fur-bearing I f  
animals, enclos-ij 
ures, their habits, i j 
care, etc., and is || 
th e  recognized :[ 
authority on ptr\  j 
raising—now in 1 j  
fourth edition— |] 
written from in -1} 
formation secur­
ed from reliable 
sources, includ­
ing U. S. Govern­
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs 
is increasing yearly while the supply is be­
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable 
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 3911- 
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters 
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to 
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur 
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox 
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink 
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais­
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the 
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching, 
Deer Farming.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent*.
CANADIAN WILDS
Land Cruising and Prospecting
T S A v a l u a b l e  
-*- book for home­
steaders, hunters, 
prospectors, guides 
etc. The writer, 
Mr. A. F. Wallace, 
an e x p e r i e n c e d  
land surveyor, land 
cruiser and pros­
pector, in his intro­
duction says: “ To 
the men who fol­
low the compass, 
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed. 
It is not intended for the ‘Professor’ who 
can tell you all about things after they are 
done (by someone else).” Contains about 
200 pages, 5 x 7  inches, good quality paper, 
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20 
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo­
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis­
cellaneous Information; Points for Home­
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling 
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s 
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting 
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations 
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes 
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning, 
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
Price, postpaid, clotb bouud, 60 cents.
iW -T k .& g *
MINK TRAPPING
A BOOK of in struction, giv­
ing many methods! 
oftrapping. Aval-) 
uable book for trap-’ 
pers as it tells in a 
plain way what you 
want to know, that, 
is if you want to 
catch mink. This 
book is edited by 
A. R. Harding, con­
tains about 50 illus­
trations and nearly,
200 pages, and is' 
d i v i d e d  into 
chapters as follows:| |
General Informa- 
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care 
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and 
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink 
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods; 
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois 
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trapper^’ 
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set; 
Log and Other .Sets; Points for the Young 
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel 
Traps.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.
Te l l s  about theHudson Bay Conul 
pany; Northern Indians 
and their Modes of 
Hunting, Trapping, etc I 
Provisions f o r  t he ;
Wilderness, Things to 
Avoid, etc., etc. The'  
author (Martin Hunter)! 
was with the Hudson j 
Bay Company for about 
40 years—from 1863 to 
1903 and the informa­
tion is given from al­
most a half century’s 
experience. This book contains 277 pages, 
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson's Bay Company; The "Free Trader" 
Outfitting: Indians, Trackers of the North, Provk- 
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About 
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances, 
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver! 
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian 
Mode of Hunting Foxes, Indian Mode of Hunting 
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things 
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and 
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. A Tame Seal, 
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case 
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling 
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A 
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass 
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces­
sary. A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake 
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison. 
Price, postpaid, clotb bound 60 cent*
STEEL TRAPS
Describes  tievarious maket 
Jand tells how to use 
them. Also chaptere 
on care of pelts, etc. 
/ ..This book contains 
M 3 3 3  Pages. 5 * 7 in, 
''. and 130 illustrations, 
printed on good qual 
ity heavy paper. Just 
the book that trappers 
have long needed. 
Gives the history of 
steel traps, how made, 
sizes for various ani­
mals with detailed in­
structions on where and how to set. This 
book contains 32 chapters as follows: 
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A 
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper 
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web 
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps; 
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide 
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking 
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where 
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously 
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper 
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and 
Signs; Hints on Fall T'apping; Land 
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap; 
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and 
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From 
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa­
tion.
Price, poetpaid, clotb bound 60 cents.
CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
TH IS is one of the m o s t  practical 
books on woodcraft 
ever written contain­
ing valuable informa­
tion for all lovers of 
the great outdoors.
The author of this 
book has spent years 
in the woods, so 
knows what is want­
ed by the woodsmen, 
mountain men, pros­
pectors, trappers and _____
the hardy outdoor people in general. It 
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations. 
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures 
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp 
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps, 
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking 
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms, 
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel 
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt­
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snow- 
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail 
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush 
I ravel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and 
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and 
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.
SCIENCE OF FISHING
'H E  most practi-
........  . - cal book on fish-
S C IE N C E  OF -2 ing ever published.
T l j  ft e author says;
“ For those who have 
caught them, as well 
as for those who 
never have.” This 
book describes the 
fish, tells their habits 
and HOW, WHEN 
and W H E R E  to 
£  catch them; also tells 
the K IN D  of tackle 
used for each fish. 
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100 
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods; 
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies; 
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle 
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; Surf- 
Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of 
Natural Baits; Handling the Ilooked Fish; 
Fishing for-Black Bass; P'ishing for Trout 
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge 
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and 
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna; 
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair­
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa­
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of 
Fish—Good Places.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent*
c. h. McK e n z i e  t r a d i n g  c o ., P h i l l i p s , m a i n e .
ORDERS TO MAINE WOODS, ’ ’Slaine' I
$1.25SPECIAL OFFER Any one of the above 60c books and one year’s subscription to MAINE W OODS, outing edition
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M A IN E  MARCH 16 1916, 7I I
'sty.
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A New Questions and Answers Department 
of Interest to Shooters
TARG L WORK WITH PISTOL than 10 inches apart. The trigger 
AND REVOLVER Part I. pull on tanget pistols must be not
------------  less than 2 pounds. Thirds i® the
The average man has some pretty ml,l!i'tary ^vc.lver, Which is ^ similar to 
vague ideas as to the possibilities in t‘!e garget revoiver, except that the 
connection with shoe ting at a target pu*>l must he four pounds, the
with the short arm. To start with,
many believe that a pistol shooter is 
bom and not made, and that if a 
man has it in ihxmi to be a good shot, 
all he has to do is to take up the re- 
■jimr and go to it. Another crazy
sights fixed and the barret of stand­
ard military Length which is from 6 
to 6V2 inches. The pocket revolver! 
is the fourtlr of the classifications [ 
and at present is somewhat similar tc | for saari,e?
1 . e imliw.i.ry re\olVetr except that the | An®. It is not necessary to have a
An®. Lead bullets are considered
to have the more killing power.
3. Would you recommend chilled 
or drop shot for squirrel hunting 
with shotgun?
Ans. I do not think it makes 
much, difference,
4. What brand of powder would 
you suggest for hunting with shot­
gun?
Ans. Any of the standard brands 
will give excellent results'.
H. JD. B., Pittsburgh, Pa.
1. Please inform mo how I could 
get a rifle from the Government 
and the cost of same.
Ans. By becoming a life member 
of the National Rifle Association at | 
a cost of $25 or by joining a rifle 
club affiliated with the National Rif he 
Association. Write Maj. F. H. Phil-1 
lips, 1108 Woodward Building, Wash-! 
ington, D. C. •
2. Is there a rifle club in the i 
South Hills District?
Ans. No.
3. Hew many members does it re­
quire to get a charter for a rifle ! 
club?
Ans. Ten.
4. What kind of range is required j
for you.
notion is that if one has a revolver |jarrbl must not be over 4 inches, not | ,pange, although of course it will- not
be possible to have a successful dubtucked away in the hip pocket pro- I-K’ludii.ig the chamber, and the total 
lection is positively assured. The "®^ '©^ 1:t o f the arm must not be over 2 
queerest idea c f all is that the ex- I>OUJlds- Th'e Pocket revolver class 
pert shot can do things with the includes any of the automatic pistols
short arm such as one reads about in 
the fiction magazines. In fact, it 
almost seems as though there were 
few subjects except, possibly, astron­
omy, about which the average man 
knows less.
It is a well-known fact that no 
man is interested in a sport about 
which he knows nothing. I aim go­
ing to try to describe this branch of 
the shooting sport and I am sure that 
you will feel you.r interest growing 
In proportion to the knowledge you 
have of the sport.
which come within these rules,
Now I suppose the next tiling 
you will want to know ii& “ which 
make of revolver is the best.”  I am 
going to say right now that that is 
one of the questions upon which I 
refuse to commit myself—not only 
because it would net be fair to the 
various manufacturers but because 
tlie editor does not want me to.
Target shooting with a short arm 
is a relatively inexpensive fcport. 
Still, cue cannot do it for nothing 
and dt is well worth while to get a
good outfit to start with. From my 
■^1 think the first and most import- j experience, it seems that a shooter 
iyrt thing is to give the size of the j wj,]| make progress quicker with a
single Shot target pistol then with 
the heavier revolvers or automatic 
pistol®. Numbers of men seem to 
scorn the target pistol as a plaything, 
but only because they are not famil­
iar with its great value as a trainer. 
It is foolish to waste good money cn 
expensive ammunition for the heav­
ier revolvers or automatic pistols un­
til you iliave laid a foundation with 
the .22 target pistol.
Next week I will talk
target ocmimondy used, the distance, 
and the mechanical possibilities of 
the sport, for a good many of the 
Action stories you, read in which 
shooting is described are not only 
highly improbable from the stand­
point of the am omit of skill involved 
but they are actualdy mechanically 
impossible.
There are two kinds of targets now 
in use for shooting with a pistol 
and revolver—the standard American 
target for fifty yards has a bull’s-eye 
8 inches in diameter with two inner 
rings, the ten or center' being 3.3 
itches; the standard outdoor target 
distance under the rule® cf the Unit­
ed States Revolver Association.
For indoor shouting, the distance is 
reduced to 20 yards, and the target 
is reduced so that the inside ring is 
1.1 touch. The target used by the 
National Guard organization's and as 
adopted by the War Department (has 
a 5 inch bull’s-eye with no inner 
lings, and is used outdoors at ranges 
from 15 to 75 yard®. It is a coarser 
target, that is, the corresponding 
rings are larger than on the standard 
American target.
Right here I want to say that one 
of the causes for confusion is the 
number of different classes of pistols 
and revolvers which are used. The 
United States Revolver Association 
recognizes four different classes. 
First, we liave the target revolver 
which, roughly, is a revolver with, ad­
justable sights and having a barrel 
including the chamber Of net over 10 
indies and distance between sights 
not aver 10 inches. The trigger 
pull must be not lesisi than 2% 
pouii<1 s. Second, we hav© the tar­
get pistol class, which include® all | 
single shot weapons c f barrel less 
than 10 inches, and sights not more
| -  ----------------------------- -----
T o F e e l  W e l l  a n d
S ta y  W e l l
The men and women who get the 
most out of life are those who lake 
care of their health. Well people are 
cheery people—always welcome— they 
are glad to be alive. So watch your 
health. Don’t neglect yourself. When 
you have a headache, feel bilious, lose 
your appetite, or suffer from indiges­
tion, do something for it, and be quick 
about it. The very best thing to do 
is to take “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. 
It acts promptly and soon makes you 
feel like yourself again. Guard your 
health and the health of your family 
by having a bottle of this reliable 
remedy always on hand. Taken as di­
rected it will save you much misery 
and keep you in good health.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store, 
or write to-day for free sample.
cn. Slights, 
method of holding, and other details.
without a range.
5. Is a member of 







“L F.”  Medicine Co.,
D. A, B., Salt Lake City, Utah.
1. What does a Roes rifle cost?
An®. The last price quoted is a-
bout $55.
2. How long is the barrel?
An®. 26 or 28 inches.
3. How far will it shoot?
Ans. If yon mean the extreme
range, I Lave no definite figures for 
tills:, but judging by comparison with 
cartridges of similar ch aracteristies.
I should say In the neighborhood cf 
three miles.
4. How many grains of lead in 
the bullet ?
Ans. 145 grains.
5. Do they make them in carbine 
style, and with Rocky Mountain near 
and “ front slights ?
Ans. No.
M. J. W., Pittsburgh, Pa.
I have decided to purchase a Celt’s 
Police Positive revolver, but am un­
decided a® to the caliber of the arm 
I die®ire. Gan you tell me wihlitah, is
the most accurate, and which, has 
the greatest range and penetration— 
thiils arm in the .38 caliber having a 
4 inch barrel, or to the .32 caliber 
having a 4 inch barrel and using .32 
long cartridges?
An®. As you do not state what 
you expect to u,se this revolver for, 
it i® impossible to ad vise you what 
caliber to get. Personality I should 
prefer the larger calibers, and in 
choosing between the two you men­
tion-, I should take the .38.
A. C. E., Washington, Pa.
1 . While the .32 caliber Savage 
Automatic pistol has about twice the 
penetration of the .32 caliber S. & 
W. revolver, has it more velocity or 
is its penetration due to the nonresiis- 
titblie metallic bullet?
Ams. I-Iow do you know that your 
penetration figures are correct? The 
metal jacket bullet will ordinarily 
penetrate deeper than a plain lead 
one.
2. Would the lead oir the metallic 
buliliet have more Shocking power 
when fired from the two gun® just
Portland, Me. mentioned ?
C. A. S., Preclonia, Kansas.
1. Has the .351 cartridge kiiWtoj 
power enough up to 1000 yards for 
bear?
Ans. No.
2. If not, has the .405?
Ans. No.
3. Are they accurate enough for 
2000 yards?
An®. I hate to be inquisitive, but 
what on earth do you want to shoot 
at iiOOO yards away? It is a great 
deal over a mile.
F. W. S., RoliLa, Mo.
I would like to have some infor­
mation about how shotgun barrels 
are measured. What kind of a 
gauge i® used in measuring these 
barrel®? Are they measured with U. 
S. Standard measure or what is the 
measure of the following gauges at 
the muzzle, 10, 12, 16, 20 gauge. What 
is the measure of each, of the fol­
lowing: 12 gauge full choke, 12
gauge modified, and 12 gauge cylind­
er bore.
Am®. The measurement of shotgun 
barrels is a relic of the days of the 
muzzle loaders. The 12 gauge shot­
gun, for instance, is one which has 
a here which will just fit a cylindri­
cal lead ball w e ig h in g  1-12th of a 
pound. The 12 gauge shotgun has a 
bore of .729 inch. The 10 gauge is 
.775 inch; 16 gauge, .662 inch, and 20 
gauge .615 inch. At the muzzle the 
measurement varies^with each manu­
facturer. The actual diameter cf 
the muzzle does not determine the 
pattern. It is the form and shape cf 
the choke.
2. I would like to have you ex­
plain how shotgun barrel's are blued 
in the factory and wliat kind of 
chemicals are used.
Ans. No tw'o factories use the 
same compound or the same method, 
and the process is u-sually so com­
plicated that it i® practically impos­
sible to carry it out on- a small scale. 
If you have a shotgun barrel that you 
want reblued, the simplest and by 
fan' the cheapest method is to return 
it to the factory and let them do it
W. E. B., Reedley, Cal.
1. What is the penetration of the 
25-20?
An®. Nine % inch pine boards.
2. What is the greatest range?
Ans. If you mean the maximum
rang©, this i® about 1200 yards. The 
range for accuracy is about 200 yds.
3. What i® the velocity?
Ans. Muzzle velocity 1376 foot
seconds.
W. N. P., Waynesboro, Va.
I greatly enjoyed reading your in­
quiry letters and thought probably 
you could help me cut on a gun and 
cartridge proposition. I have about 
$16 to invest in a repeating rifle 
and I like the 1894 Model which 
shoots 32-20 cartridges. Do you not 
think this i® the practical all-around 
gun to get to use on a camping 
trip near Hickory, N. C.? I do not 
know exactly what game there is 
where I am going hut I am advised 
by other hoys that it is what you 
would term medium size. I will pro­
bably be gone one month and my 
estimate was about 400 cartridges for 
that time, and if that would be about 
right I think I could stand the cost 
but I would like your opindo.11 cf the 
difference between this gun and a .22 
cal. shooting L. R. bullets. Do you 
think it wrill work as good for the 
game I shall meet? The range giv­
en for the 32-20 and the -22 L. R. is 
about the same, and this is the part 
I cannot understand clearly as the 
32-20 .has a great deal larger bullet 
and costs about six times as much, deer and hear?
home defensive Weapon, and I am 
trying to find cut exactly if it will 
be all right.
Ans. Of course, it d® a matter of 
opinion, hut I have no use for any 
revolver or automatic pistol cf less 
than .38 caliber. it would not be 
fair for me to recommend a particu­
lar make.
J. E. S.
1. Which is harder steel, Damas­
cus or Krupp?
Ans. Krupp steel i® harder than 
Damascus,
2. Will a shotgun with a 28 inch 
barrel penetrate as deeply as one 
with a 30 cr 32 inch?
Ans. Yes>.
3. What is the difference in mod­
ified choke and cylinder bore?
Ans. Cylinder bore barrels shoot 
a mere open pattern than a modi­
fied bore.
4. What is the penetration of the 
.32 Rem. cartridge?
Ans. Twelve % inch soft pine 
boards with soft point bullet, and 45 
boards with full metal case bullet.
5. Hew far can accurate shooting 
be done with it?
An®. 590 to 700 yards.
J. S. W., Mercersburg, Pa.
I have a 32-40 rifle; would it be 
safe for me to sheet the high power 
smokeless shells in it. It does not 
have “Nickel Steel” marked on the 
barrel. Is it powerful enough fer





Opposite State House, Boston, Mass. 
Offers room with hot and 
cold water for $1.00 per day 
and up, which includes free 
use of public shower baths.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Rooms with private baths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suites of two rooms and bath 
for $4.00 per day and up.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet
STORER F. CRAFTS Gen. Manager
At say 200 yard® what would the 
two bullets be capable of doing?
An®. If I were going on such a 
trip I would pick a repeating rifle 
chambered to handle the 22 long 
rifle cartridge, and then invest the 
rnon-ey which you intend to invest in 
ammunition for the 32-20 in .22 long 
rifle Lesmok or semirsmokeles® cart­
ridge®, As you say, ycu will get 
six times as much shooting for the 
same money, and the .22 long rifle 
cartridges will do surprisingly good 
work on small game, especially if the 
man behind the rifle is capable cf 
placing his shots with som© degree 
cf accuracy. The 32-20 is not quite 
as accurate as the .22 long rifle 
which is the reason why their range 
is about the same. At 200 yards, 
the .22 long riflie is capable cf mak­
ing groups within an 8 inch circle. 
If ycu are really going to do much 
■hunting and target work, 400 cart­
ridges for one month is hardly en­
ough.
D. S., West Rutland, Vt.
Are the 25-35, .202 and .22 Bi­
power good gun® for Vermont? How 
is the 25-35 for deer and bear?
Ans. These cartridges are quite 
popular hut from point of sates the 
30-30 and .30 Rem, out-distances 
them. The 25-35 is hardly biig en­
ough, far regular use on deer or hear, 
although it can be used in emergen­
cy.
H. J. C., Jackson Garners, N. Y.
1. Will a .12 gauge shotgun with 
26 or 28 inch barrels, one full choke, 
and the other modified', kill any or­
dinary game such a® rabbits arid 
squirrels a© far as a 32 inch barrel 
bored the same as the 26 or 28 inch?
An®. Yes.
2. How are the Steven® 12 gauge 
shotgun® compared with other guns 
in regard to shooting qualities? As 
good as the average cr better?
Ans. It Is not fair for me to give 
a direct comparison between the 
makes of shotguns.
3. Which would be the preiper 
thing to purchase, a pump gun or an 
automatic, for all round shooting? 
Which (Shoots harder?
An®. (Both are .reliable. It is a 
question of choice. They both shoot 
equally hard.
4. What lead would you recom­
mend. to be used in a 12 gauge 
sliotgun for rabbits, squirrels, par­
tridges, etc.?
An®. Three dram® of smokeless 
powder, 1 1-3 ounce of No. 6 or No. 
7 isbot.
J. F. J., Mit. Vernon, O.
Will you ’ answer the following 
questions in regard to firearm®, as I 
knew you will answer accurately. Is 
the .32 auto cartridge heavy enough 
for home defensive purposes? I am 
contemplating buying an automatic 
pistol, cal. 32. I have been told 
that the lightest cartridge to use 
should be at least a .38, either reg­
ular, special or automatic. It seems 
however, that the .32 automatic pis­
tol iis used very extensively for a
Ans. Yes. The cartridges are 
powerful enough for deer and bear.
OUT FISHIN’
A feller isn’t thimkiin’ mean,
Out fiishdn’ ;
Hi® thoughts are mostly gcod and 
dean.,
Out fishin’ ;
He doesn’t knock hi® fellow men,
Or harbor any grudges then;
A feller’s at -his finest, when 
• Out fishin'.
The rich are comrades to the poor,
Out fislhim’ ;
All brothers of a common lure,
Out fishin';
The urchin with the pin an’ string 
Jan chum with millionaire an’ king; 
Vain pride is a forgotten thing 
Out fislhiin’,
A feller gits a chance to dream,,
Out fishiin’ ;
He learns the beauties cf a stream, 
Out fishin’ ;
An’ he can wash his souil in air 
That isn't foul with selfish care,
An’ relish plain an’ simple fare 
Out fishiin’.
A feller has no time for hate,
Out fi-shin’ ;
He isn’t eager to he great,
Out fishin”;
He isn’t th linkin’ thoughts of pelf,
Or goods stacked high upon a shelf, 
But he i© always just himself,
Out fishiin’.
A feller’s glad to be a friend,
Out fishin’ ;
A he’pin,’ hand he HI always lend,
Out fishin’ ;
The brotherhood of rod an’ line 
An’ sky an’ stream 1© always fine; 
Men come real close to God’s design, 
Out fishin’.
A feller isn’t plotting schemes,
Out fishin’ ;
He’s only busy with his dreams,
Out fishin’ ;
Hi© livery is a coat of tan,
His creed: to do the best he can;
A feller’® always mostly man,
Out fishin’.
—Edgar A. Guest in Marble’s Month­
ly Message.
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen 
Known the world over for excel­
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
M. I . (1 ETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth. - Maine
PALMER ENGINES AND 
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P.ff engineer canoes 
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock 
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER 
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
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LEAGUE SENATE
IN SESSION
Heaviest Storm of the Season- 
School Keeps One Session.
(Special Con'eenondence.)
Rangeley, March 14.—Mrs. Loring 
Haley has returned from Boston, aft­
er a week’s visit.
Ed Hoar has sold his shop bundl­
ing to George Beeh, who wiillll fit up 
for a bakery. Mr. Hoar is- moving 
hiri good® to one of the Munyon 
builid.ings wihere he will be found 
the comling season.
Miss Madelaine Haim den left Wed­
nesday for a short visit in Portland.
Miss Hildred Robertson, returned to 
Lewiston Saturday, where she willl 
resume her studies at Bates College.
Mrs. Airmen a Ross had a toe am­
putated Saturday morning. Drs. ReOil 
and Colby were in attendance. Mrs. 
Ross is very comfortable at this 
writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carlton are 
spending the week in Portland. Mast­
er Donald is staying with his grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Hoar.
George E. Russell and daughter, 
Miss Bertha are visiting relatives in 
Boston, and vicinity.
Jesse W. Ross has purchased a 
Victralu of J, Sherman Hoar.
Mr. and Mrs. George Oakes return­
ed from Portland Saturday night. Mr. 
Oakes,, Who suffered from a severe 
accident earlier in the winter result­
ing in the loss of a foot, went to 
consult a doctor and feels much en­
couraged by the verdict.
Much sympathy is extended to 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ross of Dallas' 
because of the death of their young­
est daughter, Lydia, which took place 
a t the family home Monday night, fal­
lowing an illness of pneumonia. Her 
age was about 8 years.
Mrs, Livingstone Milbury left Tues­
day for Portland, where she will en­
ter the hospital for treatment.
S. B. McCard and Miss Prudence 
Richardi&on were on the sick list the 
past week. Sickness is also report­
ed in Wim. Tomlinson’s family.
The snow storm of the season oc­
curred Thursday. The fall was a- 
bout two feet. Owing to the bad 
traveling the schools kept one ses­
sion, dismissing at 1 o ’clock. The 
road roller with an efficient crew 
and Joe Lamb with the scraper soon 
reduced the traveling to a comfort­
able stage.
Mrs. Leon Hoar, who has been 
cooking for Tootliaker & Cook’s crew,
Y O R K  C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J LEWIS YORK, Prop.
PIERCE PON 1)
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and 
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes 
out. Send for circular and references. 
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish­
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.. 
Caratunk, Me.




Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps 
■re most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, 
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
summer resort. Telephone communications with 
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms 
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
B lakeslee L ak e C am ps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor 
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot­
ing. Write for illustrated booklet and 
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, 




Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. 
Speclal June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
B ILLY  SO U LE'S NEW  C A M P S
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty 
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, 
Maine.
has concluded her duties and with 
her two son® is visiting her parent®, 
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. R. Pliliabury.
Schools close Friday for a 10 days’ 
■recess, opening again Monday, March 
27, for a 10 weeks’ term.
T,lie C. E. committee meeting wais 
held Wednesday evening at the home 
of Mr. and’ Mrs. H. B. MicCard. Ow­
ing to the severe storm the atten­
dance was not large but ail present 
reported a fine time. Dainty re­
freshments were served.
At the Men’s League Tuesday even­
ing supper was furnished by the 
Ladies’ Aid, consisting of oyster 
stew and pastry. The topic before 
the Men’s League “ Senate” wa® as 
follows: Resolved: “ That the people 
should not trade with catalog houses 
outside of the State of Maine.” The 
question was discussed in a very in­
teresting manner by the members 
present. Th© voted resulted 7 yes, 
to 11 no.
Funeral services for the late Wil­
liam Raymond were held from the 
home of Samuel Raymond, Sunday 
afternoon, where the deceased has 
made his home the past winter. In 
earlier life Mr. Raymond was em­
ployed on the section, but for sev­
eral years has been unable to labor 
much because of rheumatic trouble. 
Interment was in Evergreen ceme­
tery. Rev. H. A. Childs officiated.
ASSOCIATION
HOLD BANQUET
At the Cumberland County Angling 
Association banquet, which was held 
at the Falmouth' there were about 
75 present. Following the sumptu­
ous banquet President Harrie B. Coe 
delivered a most interesting address 
on the need of more co-operation of 
the citizens of Cumberland County 
for a greater membership of the or­
ganization and for aid ini improving 
the hatchery conditions and output of 
the State and particularly that at 
Raymond on Sebago Lake.
Mr. Coe said in part:
The membership of this association 
should be one thousand strong, in­
stead of two hundred and seventy- 
five as it is today.
With such a membership, we can 
exert a tremendous influence in 
building up and adding to the faoifli- 
teiss at Raymond Hatchery for the 
rearing of salmon and carrying them 
over to a two and three year age, 
when they become a real tangible as­
set, or as they become in business, a 
liquid asset, because they can be 
turned into real money.
Ronnd Mountain Lake Camps. Write for free 
booklet. DION O. BLACKW ELL. Proprietor.
Round Mountain. Maine
L A K E W O O D  C A M P S ,
MIDDIBDAM, MAINE
In one of the best localities for fishing and 
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with 
or without bath. For particulars write for free 
circular to
CfAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps, Middledam, Me.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS 
BeBt Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. 
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.. 
Upper Dam, Maine.
DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every 
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca­
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. 
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
PACKARD S GAMPS
Rangeley Lakes 
Rangeley, - M aine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. 
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part­
ridge and duck hunting.
RANGELEk TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rengeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House 
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting; Booklets.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.
Come to the Maine Woods
SAddlebaek Lake Camp offers rustic 
surroundings and comfortable cabins to 
anyone looking for good fishing and 




Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write 
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine. ,
Sebago Lake is one of the most 
beautiful bodies of water in the 
State. Rangeley, Kennebago, Moose- 
i head and other- far away places have 
nothing on. it, so far as natural ad­
vantages are concerned and if we 
exert ourselves, half a® much, as do 
tliose In other parts of the State, to 
build it up, we can astonish the 
world.
Its ease of accessibility makes it 
specially attractive to' the man who 
lives in New York and intermediate 
cities. There are no long railroad 
journeys, no bard buckboard rides and 
wearisome tramps to reach It. A New 
YoTker can have hiiis family there for 
the summer and spend the week-end 
with them by leaving on the Friday 
night train and returning on the 
Monday night train, and have three 
full days of fishing and recreation.
All this mean® the building of more 
cottages and the seeping back of the 
money to Portland, building Portland 
commercially through the salmon of 
Sebago.
The next speaker called upon was 
Arthur G. Staples, editor of the Lew­
iston Journal who in a very happy 
vein talked and remainisoed to some 
length upon hi® early experiences as 
a fisherman and concluded hi® re­
marks by making an earnest plea for 
the game fish in the great rivers of 
the State. Mr. Staples’ remarks 
were most interesting and were warn: 
’v welcomed. R. iS. Hodgscn of4ftLewiston, president of the Maine 
Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Associa­
tion also spoke briefly.
The chief speaker of the evening 
was Dr. Edward Breck, Ph. D. of Bos­
ton, w’ho gave a fine illustrated lec­
ture. Dr. Breck has discovered a 
new way to secure inspirations from 
wild animals. Dr. Breck advises not 
to teach animal® tricks but to let 
them teach you. He has brought 
to maturity more young birds and an­
imals than any man living and his 
lectures have been heard, by thou­
sands while his book ‘ ‘Wilderness Pets 
has been called the best for boys 
in existence. In substance Dr. Breck 
said last evening following his in- 
troducton to the members of the 
Angling Association:
‘ ‘My method is the rearing of wild 
pets, ravens, moose, bear, coons, 
hawks, etc., is quite different from 
that employed by boys and most men. 
Very often the first question of a 
lady, when she has done me the 
honor to pay a visit to Camp Bnck- 
sbaw, in Nova Scotia, and make the 
acquaintance of some of my pets is: 
‘Can lie do any tricks?’
“ It is difficult for me to keep a 
pleasant face when those words. 
come out. My answer is always: 
‘No, madam, he cannot do any tricks, 
if you mean by that a lot of imitat- 
ians of human actions, and he nev­
er shall so long as I watch over 
him.’ My object is hot to see how 
Iranian I can make my pets, but, 
quite to the contrary, to try to bring 
up as naturally as possible so that 
J may study their real natures.
‘ ‘I wish them to teach me, not me 
them. Tricks they have in plenty 
but they are the tricks of their kind. 
Of course, my idea would be most 
fully really realized if I could study 
the little fellows in their natural, en-
S T A T E  OF M AINE.
County of Franklin, ss.
To Frederick N. Watkinsen, of 
Rangeley, in said County of Frank­
lin.
Whereas, Frederick N. Watkinson 
on the 4th day of August, 1915, mort­
gaged to Rangeley Trust Company of 
Rangeley the following personal pro­
perty: All of the surveying and
mapping instruments and equipment 
office fixtures and books consisting 
in part as follows: One transit, one 
large srveying compass, one For­
est Service Standard surveying com­
pass, two large drawing tables, one 
new Oliver typewriter, model No. 
seven, drawing instruments, tec­
hnical and scientific books, 95 
volumes, costing from one to five 
dollars per volume, tents, camping 
equipment, etc., of the said Freder­
ick N. Watkinson, to secure pay­
ment of two hundred dollars which 
mortgage is recorded fin the town 
record® of the town of Rangeley, 
book Vol. F page 101 and whereas 
the condition® of said mortgage have 
been broken, now therefore, notice 
is hereby given of our intention to 




By H. B. McCard, Treasurer.
viromment, but that is, except for a 
very few cases, manifestly impos­
sible.”
B EAVER  NOT
SO PLENTY
The beavers are not so thick in 
Fort Fairfield nowr as they were a 
few years ago, says the Fort Fair- 
field Review. Three or four years 
ago there was a colony of apparently 
about 15 on the small lake on. the 
rear of the Charles Fisher farm, 
Houlton road, but somebody got in 
there and Milled them all off, despite 
the laws and wardens. About half 
of the beavers at the pond on James 
M, Parker’s farm> Marshall neighbor­
hood., were also killed' off a year or 
so later. It seem® tco bad that 
these animals cannot be properly pro­
tected when so much is done in the 
way of bother and cost for that 
very purpose.
A CH ANC E  FOR A MAN W H O  CAN 
LICK HIS W E IG H T . IN  W IL D  
CATS.
Over 100 wildcats on exhibition in 
the windows of the Hillside Dye 
House. These wildcats or bay lynx, 
were purchased from F. L. Wight of 
Brewer by the Hillside Dye House 
and are to be made into furs for 
next year, says the Bangor Commer­
cial..
The government pays a bounty of 
$4 for each skin and the trapper re­
ceives his bounty by taking oath be-
THESE ANIMALS PRETTY PLEN­
TIFUL.
fore a justice of the peace as to 
what country the wildcat was killed 
in. The government removes the 
the short tail and returns the skin to 
the trapper. Counting the bounty 
with what the trapper gets for the 
hide it makes quite a profitable tran­
saction. The skins are usually dyed 
black before making into furs but 
they are sometimes made up in the 
natural colors. They also make 
fine rugs after mounting the heads.
HO W  W A S H IN G T O N  F IS H E D
Had a Tumble Into the Bait, But 
Hooked a Big Cod.
The following anecdote of Gporge 
Washington is authenticated by the 
letter here referred to, which is 
still preserved in the family:
Col. Samuel Cogswell, of Washing-
t j  T h e  vacation season 
sends a flood of good 
chances to you through 
the classified page.
^  Caretakers, substitute 
clerks, stenographers, 
office help, traveling  
com panions— in fact 
upset things generally. 
tJM a n y  new alliances 
are formed during this 
season.
q W a t  c h  for your  
chance.
ton’si staff, wrote to his wife 
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 6, 17^
describing the voyage around the bar- 
bor, made in the red, white and bl^  \ 
barge, when, the first President with 
12 other men went to survey the 
new Govenniient Navy Yard and see 
New England.
The men. in the boat were fishing 
for halibut, though without success, 
Before long Washington’s line got a 
jerk that almost upset him. Hopes 
wane blasted, however, when the 
book flew up empty, having caught 
on the rooks.
“It let go so sudden,”  wrote Cogs- 
veils “ that Gen. Washington was 
precipitated down squarely on then 
bait pipkin (pail), which held olams,
He also got hit on a come® 'of 
‘ ‘Square Langdon’s  hat, which re- 
suited, by the time they larded in j 
black eye.
“Hi® Excellency rose again with 
characteristic grace and dignity, 
veiling both disappointment and. d» 
comfSture in smiles. For this mean 
trick the gods compensated- their 
mortal favorite by granting him a 
lusty codfish—the first and best 
catch of tile excursion—just a mo­
ment after his clammy downfall'.”
A pungent incident about our coun­
try’s father is in toasts made by 
members of the foreign Legation dim., 
dug more than a century ago in Eur­
ope.
The British Ambassador said .•‘‘Eng­
land, the sun wlicse brightness shines 
in remote corners of the earth!’’
When they drank that the French 
Minister proposed: “France, tie
mcon whose tender beams delight all 
Nations shining in darkness.”
They drank that, and, as the Dutch 
narrator expressed the rest: “Vot 
you think? Vy, up jumped old Doc 
Franklin of the United States of 
America and say®: ‘Let us drink
to Chorge Washington,, the Joshua 
who commanded the sun. and moon 




Haskell Will Manage the Aborn 
and Cottages at Magnolia.
Interesting items from the Frank­
lin Journal:
Dwight D. Marwick is taming a 
wild coon which John Fellow® se­
cured alive 10 days ago while on a 
hunting trip. ^ The captive at first 
objected strenuously to has surround­
ings and rejected with the full vigor 
of hi® teeth and clarw® all friendly 
overtures, but has now become more 
consigned to his condition and is 
more tractable.
Two robing are reported to liave 
been seen during the warm spell the 
last of February by Miss Stella E. 
Packard, the teacher, and the pupils 
attending the Holley Neighborhood 
“cihool. The bird® were seen on 
two successive days, but disappeared 
during the cold snap which followed. 
The birds were seen by so many who 
are familiar with their appearance 
there seems to be little doubt they 
were robins. The pupils scattered 
crumbs for the early arrivals and 
gave them as hospitable a welcome 
as was possible.
Harry A. Haskell of -Rangeley, who 
is assistant manager of the Tampa 
Bay, Fla., Hotel, has leased and will 
Personally manage the well-known 
summer resort hotel The Aborn and 
Cottages on the beautiful - North 
Shore at Magnolia, Mass. Ralph. W .  
Weeks, who is now employed at the 
Tampa Bay Hctel, will - become th® 
steward at the Aborn as soon as tie 
season opens.
Easy Mark.
“What an awful boob that chap 
Jimson is !” ‘‘I should say so. Why,I 
believe you could sell that fellow the 
hat chocking privilege in a Synar 
gogue.”
F O R  S A L E  
ON EASY TERMS 
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
Just across the little cove from the 
Mountain View House, at the outlet of 
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished. 
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most 
desirable place on the shores of the 




Where To Go In Maine
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SPEAKERS CHOSEN 
FOR THE CONTDST
Special Services Being Held This 
Week.
(Special Correspondence.)
Strong, Maa-oh 14.—Mj-s. C. W. Bell 
burned Saturday night from a week’s 
stay in Aiu-gusta, Portland and Bos­
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Gordon are 
settling their housethoLd goods in the 
lent recently vacated by Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred heathers.
Sock Gabriel arrived in town Sat- 
irday from Stratton, Where he liras 
worked this winter. He is spending 
i few days with Mrs. Gabriel.
Dexter Toothaker of Phillip® was 
lie guest of friends in town over 
Itinday.
Vincent Pottle was in Farmington 
in business Saturday.
Mrs. B. F. Stanley of Dry den 
spent several days last week in town 
the guest of Mrs. Dan Leighton.
Miss Ada Smith, who is enjoying 
i week’s vacation from her school 
in Kingfield, was the giuest of Mrs. 
C. V, Starbird a few days recently. 
The friends of Mrs. Kate Quimby 
ire sorry to know she is iA very 
poor health.
The preliminary s-peaking contest 
which was held last Friday evening 
it the Methodist church was much 
enjoyed and each one epoke in a 
nost creditable manner. After much 
eareful consideration on the part of 
tse judges. Miss Marion Rbcluardson 
Md MeLford Richardson were cfhosen 
to represent the Strong High: school 
at the Interscholastic Prize Speak­
ing Contest wihioh will be held here 
April 7.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton spent 
a few days recently with her par­
rots, Mr. and Mrs. William Bianding 
it Farming ton Falls. Mr. Blandiing 
is in very poor health.
Special services are being held 
tas week at the Methodist church. 
Revs, Woodcock of Salem and Crow­
ell of Phillips will assist Air. Dum- 
sta with the services. District Sup­
erintendent wfliU be present Saturday 
evening and Sunday.
TV recent heavy snow storms 
have made the roads very 'hard, as 
gome places are badly drifted.
Charles Allen started Monday 
morning for Augusta an.d HaHlowell 
to spend a few weeks with his 
daughter. Mrs. Frances Haynes.
Mrs. Walter Bradford spent Sun­
day at home, returning to Farming- 
ton Monday morning.
Mrs. Gusta Lisherness has finish­
ed nursing at Dr. Bell’s hospital and 
las returned to her home in Strat­
ton.
The .many' friends of Mrs. Anna 
Bangs are sorry to know she re­
tains in' very poor health. Her 
daughter, Airs. Dana Gray dis also 
ir poor health.
The Ladies’ Aid meet this week 
with Mrs. Gilbert Bustis.
The High school closed last Friday 
lor a week’s vacation.
The friends of Charles Pease were 
Sony to learn Sunday that hie had 
suffered another stroke of paralysis
OUT OF T H E  RACE
When one wakes with stiff back, 
pains in muscles, aches Jin. joints, or 
fheusmatiic twinges, he cannot do his 
best. If you feel out of the race, 
tired, languid, or have symptoms of 
Sidney trouble, act promptly. Foley 
Kidney Pills- help the kidneys get rid 
poisonous waste matter that caus­
es trouble. Floyd E. Parker.
which rendered him unable to speak 
and paralyzed one side. All liope 
he may have a complete recovery.
Dr. C. W. Beil was a professional 
caller in Farmington Tuesday.
OBI1*\j ARY,
CO LEN H. N IL E .
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. 
Dennis L. Nile extend to thiem heart­
felt sympathy in their bereavement 
by the less of their only son, Colen 
Harry, which took place Friday after­
noon, after an illness cf just a 
week’s  duration. He was stricken 
m school just at the close of the 
morning session Friday, being a stud­
ent in the Grammar school.
A young man of many likeable 
traits lid® early death seems most 
untimely.
As a prominent member of the Boy 
Scouts, Rev. H. A. Childs the Scout 
Master paid a splendid tribute to 
h ;® obedience.
The funeral which was held at 
the church Sunday afternoon was 
largely attended. The Grange, Jun­
ior Society, and Boy Scouts of which 
organizations he was a member, at­
tended respectively in a body. The 
Boy Scouts acted a® escort. The 
ladies’ quartette sang two appropriate 
selections. H. B. Amber, H. H. Her­
rick, Norman Huntoom. and Hubert 
Lamb acted as bearers.
Besides parents he is survived by 
two sisters, Miss Roberta and Aliss 
Cassie Nile. His age was 16 years, 
1 month, 28 days. The flowers were 
many and beautiful: Carnations.
Floyd and Conrad Huntoon.; carnat­
ions, Mrs. Gu-ida Nile; carnations, 
Mr. and Airs. David Quimby; carnat­
ions, Jesse Voter and family; carna­
tions, Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Herrick 
and family; carnations, Orrie Haley 
and family; carnations, iSylvader 
Hinkley and family; red carnations 
Air. and Mrs. H. C. Riddle; red car­
nation®, Rebekalis; carnations, H. B. 
Amber, Norman Humtoon, H. H. Her­
rick, Hubert Lamb; red carnations, 
AI.r. and Mrs. H. O. Humtcon,, Mr. 
and Airs. A. L. Humtoon, J. L. Hun- 
toon, Miss Mildred Humtoon; carnat­
ions, Mr, and Mrs. E. B. Herrick, 
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Nile; carnations, 
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Rowe, Hal Tib­
betts, Mrs. Wm. Nelson.; red and 
white carnations, Grammar school; 
liiiln.es and pillow, “ Boy Scouts-,“  rib­
bon; double spray roses and pinks, 
Junior C. E.; Mies and pinks, rib­
bon, ‘ ‘Brother,” Cassie and Roberta 
Nile, pillow, “ Colon.,” parents; car­
nations, Mrs. Bertie El ills and family; 
carnations, Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hal­




Air. and Mrs. Ray Ellsworth of 
Wilton visited in town the past week.
Percy Love joy was home from; Wil­
ton the first o f the w'eek.
Airs. Nellie Willis, was called to 
Skowliegan Alonday by the severe ill­
ness of her sister.
The Alissioniairy Society had a 
“ quilting bee” Thursday afternoon. 
The quilt or comforter was present­
ed to Mrs. Robbins, whose home was 
burned last spring. The gentlemen 
were invited to come in the evening. 
A baked beam supper and good social 
tiirn© followed.
At the town meeting held Monday, 
March 13, the following officers were 
elected: .Moderator, John Ellsworth,; 
Selectmen, Edgar Wills,, John Ells­
worth, John Harris; Town Clerk, 
Edgar Wills; Treasurer, Wesley 
Tash; Road Commissioner, Ed Berry;
SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY




NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK, PHILLIPS, IVIAINE
SUNDAY HOU^S: I 1 A J ,  to 12 M . 5 P. M. to 6 P- M.
THE STORE WHERE YOUR TRAbE IS APPRECIATED.




W e have enough snow now, 22 
inches falling one night the past 
week, so the rollier had to go before 
the stage could start. It has been 
snowing hard all day today.
Potter & Hutchins and Rainey & 
Wyman are all through, logging on 
Alder Stream and their mem have 
come out.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Gordon of 
Stratton visited Mrs. E. A. Gordon 
last Monday. /
Miss Hilda Fuller lias returned to 
her home at Stratton, after visiting 
Mrs. Clinton. Header a few days.
George Ricker and Alton- Coreorin 
are working for George Hennigar, 
cutting, pulp and wood.
Dr. Simmons of Kin gif odd was call­
ed here twice last week to see Mrs. 
'Arthur Robertson. She is better at 
thi® writing. Her cousin, Mrs. 
Gladys Hammond of Livermore Falls 
is caring for her.
Alias Stella Fotter of Stratton visit­
ed her friend, Miss Olive Taylor last 
Sunday.
Mrs. Clint Henderson is sack with 
the- grip at Tee Pond. Camps.
Gdorge Douglass, Percy Day and 
Sylvester Brothers’ store have all 
had electric lights put in, recently.
Warren Dyer and Lester Telman 
have gone to work for Albion Sav­
age in the woods.
DISTRICT NO* 2
March 14.
Anion AIcKenney is visiting rela­
tives in Wilton this week.
•Miss Mildred Toothaker is the 
guest of her brother, Fred and fam­
ily this week.
M,ns. D. F. Aloores and two child­
ren, Ernest and Nancy are visiting 
Mr®, F. -H. Calden and family.
Miss Esther Bryant of Madrid, who 
went to Farmington last week to 
visit her sister, Mrs. R. G. Whitney 
and family, returned home Saturday.
Mr, and Mrs. Thomas Williams of 
Weld passed through this district 
Saturday for Madrid, where they 
were , called by the critical illness of 
their son-irn-LawJ Herman Sargent, 
who passed away that night after a 
few days’ illness of pneumonia. 
Much sympathy is- felt for Airs. Sar­
gent and children.
Brs. C. W. Bell of Strong and E. 
C. Higgins of Phillip® operated on 
F. W. Hamden Friday afternoon, for 
appendicitis. The operation, was) 
successful. Air. Harnden is cored 
for by a trained nurse, and getting 
along a-s well as can, be expected.
FLY ROD AT ST. 
HELENAS HOME
Miss- Cornelia T. Crosby (.Fly Rod) 
is located in Boston for a month at 
St. Helena’s Home, 89 Union Park 
street, where she hopes to meet 
many of her friends.
FAITHFUL
WARDENS
Captain William- T. Polllard, per­
haps best known a® Oa.pt. “Tim,” 
who has recently been appointed 
chief of the inland fish and game 
wardens of the State of Maine, has 
had long and faithful service in this 
department, in fact but one warden 
having seen longer service—Frank 
W..Perkins of Bradley, the record in 
the Executive department showing 
the first date for a commission bear­
ing his name to be May 15, 1889. The 
same book date® the first commis­
sion for Capt. Pollard on M-ay 13, 
1895.
This was back in the day® of the 
old Commission cf Fi&heri-e-s, which
AN ID E A L  SPRING L A X A T IV E
A g-ood and time tried remedy is 
Dr. King’s New Life Pills. The first 
dose will move the sluggish bowels, 
stimulate the liver and clear the sys­
tem of waste and blood impurities. 
You owe it to yourself, to clear the 
system of body poisons, accumulated 
during the ^ppter. Dr. King’s New 
Life Pill® willll do it. 25<? at your 
Druggis-t.
looked after the business of both the 
sea and shores and the inland fish 
and ‘ game. Tlie present Commission
of Inland Fish and Game came into 
existence in 1885, when the first sea 
and shore commissioner was ap­
pointed, two new departments being 
organized. Both men have seen 
continuous service with the Inland 
department.
The new chief game warden has 
had hi® erasing grounds principally 
>n Piscataquis and northern Penob­
scot counties and but few if any 
men in tlhe State possesses the inti­
mate knowledge of those section® of 
forest land as he. His title of cap­
tain comes from the fact that he was 
at one time commander of the fam­
ous Old Doughty Guards of Dover 
and Fox craft.
Warden W. Perkins is now chief of 
the Penobscot and Hancock county- 
region®, although he has a wide 
knowledge of other sections. Both of 
the men have had exciting experi­
ences- during their long service in 
the protection of the State’s fish and 
game. Violators of the Haw have 
been chased out of the State and 
others have been captured and made 
to pay the penality of their misdeed®. 
And it can be said of each of the 
wardens that no reputation, of being 
a desperate or a bad man ever de­
terred them from going after and £f 
possible getting the suspected ‘ viola­




The Oxford County Citizen says-: 
‘♦Captain F. C. Barker of Aemdis ar­
rived in town on Friday last after a 
pleasure trip through the South of 
tw-o months, most of which has been 
spent in Florida resorts. The Captain 
reports a splendid time, but is glad 
to get back home again.’ ’
TAYLOR HILL
Marcih 13.
The school at Taylor Hill has 
closed- for the winter vacation;.
Frank Greenleaf has moved his 
family back onto the William Howes 
place so-called.
Charles Gilman has not been in 
his usual good health for a few 
day®, but is better wie are glad to. 
know at this writing.
Erwin Toothaker has been having 
the pinkeye.
Vem Richardson has gone to New 
Jersey.
Morton Vaughan is gaining very 
nicely after having the grip.
EAST MADRID
, March' 14.
This community was saddened to 
learn of the death of Herman ‘Sar­
gent, Sunday morning. Much sym­
pathy 1® felt for the family in their 
great bereavement.
Miss Vangie Welts was home over 
Sunday from her school at Phiiiipsi.
Fred Dodge is spending a few 
days at his bome in Strong, as his 
crew is about done lumbering and 
some of the men and teams have 
gone out.
Miss Feme Gould, who was oper­
ated on for appendicitis at the Sis­
ters’ hospital in Lewiston two weeks 
ago, returned home Monday night 
much- improved in health. She was 
accompanied borne by her sister, 
Alias Zelmia Gould, (Who graduated 
from the hospital as a trained nurse 
March 3rd.
Miss Faye Sweetser is assisting 
Mrs. Fred McLaughlin of Phillips 
with her housework for a few days.
MILE SQUARE
March 13.
G. T. Jacobs still remains very 
ill.
Mrs. Eunice Brimlgicm, who has 
been very sick, is improving.
Master James Worth-ley visited hi® 
aunt, Mrs. Mairy GHe-ason S-n Phillips 
last week.
James and J. Bllain-e Morrison
-Strength comes from well digested 
and thoroughly assimilated food. 
Hood’s -Sarsaparilla tones the digest­
ive organs, and thus builds up the 
strength. If you are getting “run 
down-,’’ begin taking Hood’s at once. 
It gives nerve, mental and digestive 
strength.
WHEN RUN DOWN
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the Reliable 
Tonic Medicine, Builds Up.
The reason why you feel so tired 
all the time at this season is that 
your blood is impure and impover­
ished. It lacks vitality. It is not 
the rieh, red blood that gives life to 
the whole body, perfects digestion 
and enables all the organs to per­
form their functions as they should.
From .any druggist get Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla. It will make you feel 
better, look better, eat and sleep 
better. It is the old reliable tried 
and true all-the-year-round blood 
purifier and enricher, tonic and ap­
petizer. It revitalizes the blood, 
and is especially useful in building 
up the debilitated and run-down.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is helping 
thousands at this time o f year. Let 
it help you. Gelr a bottle today and 
begin taking it at once. Be sure to 
get Hood’s.
spent Sunday at H. W. Worth-Ley’s.
Sunday school Friday p. m., and 
church s-e-rvi-eeist in the evening by 
Rev. John Dun-stan of Strong.
A-rdene Kiun-ey cf Phillips visited 
?.t lil-s home Sunday.
INLAND EEL
FISHERIES
An Industry That Is Assuming 
Large Proportions. Illegal 
Without Permits.
One of the growing industries of 
Maine is the inland eel fishery. It 
has already assumed large proport­
ion®, just how large will met be 
known, until a method i® devised- by 
the Inland fisheries and game depart­
ment to replace the present eliding 
license fee based- on desirability of 
location by one based on the actual 
catch.
The eel industry is handled from 
the office of Forest Commissioner 
Mace, who i® ex-officio a member of 
the fish and game commission. Per­
mits are issued to allow men to net 
eels in inland waters, such fishing 
being illegal without a permit. The 
eels are netted in large quantities 
for the New York markets, 115 per­
mits have been issued the past year.
Th-e permit allows the fisherman to 
take eels, suckers, horn,pouts and
yellow perch in eel pots, trap® or 
nets, and expressly states that any 
other fisih taken shall be immediate­
ly liberated witbomt injury. T-he fee 
varies from $2 to $71.
HOPE REBEKAH LODGE
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Whereas: The -Supreme Ruler of
the Universe has -seen, fit to transfer 
our Brother William True from this 
Lodge below to a higher state of ex­
istence beyond the boundary of this 
earthly life,
Therefore, Resolved: Th-at in, the 
passing o-f Brother True this1 Lodge 
has lias-t a valuable member, the 
community a worthy citizen and) the 
family of the deceased a kind and 
indulgent husband and' father.
Resolved: That fin token of our
sorrow at the tosis of our Brother ant 
in testimony o-f the high, esteem in 
which he wa®. held by our members 
tb-e Charter of our Lodge he draped 
with- the insignia cf mourning for 
thirty days.
Resolved: That (these Resolution®
be spread upon our Records, %a copy 
sent to the family of tlhe deceased 
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ARE YOUR K ID N E Y S  W E LL ?
Many Phillips People Know the Im­
portance of Healthy Kidneys.
The kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day.
Well kidneys remove impurities.
Weak kidneys allow impurities to 
multiply.
No kidney ill should be neglected.
There is possible danger in delay.
If you have backache or urinary 
troubles,
I f  you are nervous, dizzy or worn 
out,
Begin treating your kidneys at 
once;
Use a proven kidney remedy.
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney 
Pills.
Recommended by thousands.
Proved by Phillips testimony.
Mrs. E. A. Kennedy, Phillips says: 
“ My back pained me constantly for 
six months and was very stiff and 
sore. I was tired most of the time. 
On a friend’s advice, I got Doan’s 
Kidney Pills. After using two boxes, 
the pains and tired feeling left me. 
Doan’s Kidney Pills have myy highes 
endorsement.”
Price 50 ,^ at all dealers. Don’t 
simply ask for a kidney remedy— 
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same 
that Mrs. Kennedy had. Foster- 
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
EAST WELD
March' 13.
Ephiraiim. Robert sen’s buiMing® were 
burned Friday, tire 3rd. The fire 
started in the chamber. No itmsiur- 
ance.
Bertriiee Conaint was thie guest c£ 
Minnie Baker laist Tuesday.
Air. and Mrs. Cola Storer aire re­
ceiving congratulations on the birth 
of a son.
There waas a dance at the Grange 
hall last Monday night.
Mr. and Musi. Hiram Washburn of 
Peru are visiting Mine. Washburn's 
parents1. Air. and Mrs. H. E. Yiniing.
Mrs. Cediric Judkinsi of Uiptcn is 
visiting her parents’, Mr. and Mrs. 
C. T. Sanborn..
Hiram, Washburn. has recently pur­
chased a horse of Ail Pratt.
Delbert Buker is. on the sick list.
Quite a number were ill with the 
prevailing cold last week.
STFATTON
Dr. E. J. Brown has returned from 
a triip to Portland and Strong. He 
is recovering from hits recent illness, 
but not able to resume hi© practice. 
Dr. Aliilier from., Portland has come 
to take his practice for a few weeks.
Dr. O. W. Simmons from Kingfield 
was a professional caller in town 
several times last week.
A. M- Jones has finished logging 
i at Dead River and is moving back to 
Alt. Bigelow Camps.
Ray Lisherniess lias returned heme 
from a visit with, his parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. H. O. Lishemess and otb- 
er relatives in Strong. Mrs. Disher- 
ness remained In Strong to care for 
a patient at Dr. Bell’s hospital.
Leon Savage has 'finished legging 
and moved hctmie.
Danders & Taylor have sold their 
stock of good© consisting of grocer­
ies, hardware, furniture and meat 
market to B. D. Taylor, who will take 
possession, about the first o>f April.'
The’ Pythian Sisters are planning 
on holding a fair sometime in. May.
There will; be a box sociable at the 
Ccpilfli: schoo’Jhouse March 17. All 
are invited and, the ladies please car­
ry a box.
We have: had, several, snow storms 
the past week. Thursday snow fell! 
to the depth of 15 inches and even
SAVES BOY FROM GRAVE
Mrs. Jennie Bowen of Meredith, N. 
H ., writes this kind of letter: “ You 
have helped ray little boy. He would 
have been in his grave before long.”  
Some symptoms of worms are: De­
ranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour 
stomach, offensive breath, hard and
t full belly with occasional gripings and pains about the navel, pale face of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids, itching of the nose, itching of the rec­tum, short dry cough, grind- Trade Mark ing of the teeth, little red points sticking out on tongue, starting 
during sleep, slow fever.
I f you have the leant suspicion' that your child 
in troubled with stomach worms or pinworms, 
put him on the road to good health by using Dr. 
True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and worm ex- 
peller. This remedy has been on the market for 
over 60 years. Good for adults also. At all deal­
ers, 35c. 50c and $1.00. Advice free.
AUBURN, MAINE (J/
mure was reported at some plllaoes.
At the town meeting held at Eustiis, 
March 6 th the following officers were 
elected: Selectmen,, Enoch, Wiililiiam-
son, Earl Duinnelll and Ed Book; 
Treasurer, H. H. Danders; Clerk, 
Menl Butts; School Board, Guy Sed- 
geliey, Earl Duinneilll and H. H. Dand­
ers.
Mena, Etta, Douglass and children 
and Mrs. Ban,a Savage and little1 son 
have gone to Canada to five, after 
spending several months iin town.
HOTEL ARRIVALS 
AT THE TAVERN
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Rangeley, March 7.—R. A. Bragg, 
A. M. Palmer, M. Gauge, C. N. MliLlis, 
H. T. Reiighton, D. C. Boily, A. A. 
Chapman, E. G. Emerson, V. A. 
Stahl, A. E. Davis, Portland’,- H. T. 
Dowell, C. K. Barker, A. R. Knight, 
C. D. Young, A. D. Libby, William 
Movon, Bewistan; Merle Turner, 
Readfield; R. C. Kelley, Skowhegan; 
J. Bewis York, York Camps; W. L. 
Littlefield, Saco; Al. B. Moores, O. A. 
Horton, Auburn; F. D. Dennison, B. 
W. Stevens, H. A.' Emery, Bangor; 
A. F. Marden, P. H. Garvin, Jos. H. 
Pecilian, Boston; J. J. Jones, South 
Paris; V. B. Jordan, WatervilLe; R. 
I/. Walsh, Detroit, Mich.; c . A. 
Sweetser, Kingfield; J. A. B. Cowiles, 
New Ycrk City; Wm. D. Hayes, Bel­
low® Falls, Vt.; G. W. Fan joy, Camp 
Ann!®; j .  H. Alarehetti, Brunswick; 
E. H. Grose, Stratton.
B. & A. R. R. WILL
SEND PICTURES» #
The inland fish and Game commis­
sion, which) has recently sent a hand­
some exhibit of Maine fish and game 
to Washington, where it is to he 
placed in the committee room of 1 
United States Senator Charles F. 
Johnson, has just received word | 
from the Banger and Aroostook rail­
road official® that they will! be pleas­
ed to add to the thing® already sent 
two large pictures of Maine scenery, 
enlargements from panoramic nega-
COM M ISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
, Franklin, ss.
Feb. 26, A. D., 1916.
We, the undersigned, having been 
duly appointed by the Ho,narable J. [ 
H. Thompison Judge of Probate w&thr 
in and for said County, Oomirnissiion- 
ers to receive and decide upon the 
claims of the creditors of Jonathan 
Dill late of Weld in said County, de­
ceased, whose estate has been repre- 
! sented insolvent, hereby give public 
notice agreeably to the order of the 
said Judge of Probate, that ®!x 
month® from and after the fifteenth 
day of February, A. D., 1916 have 
been, allowed to said creditors to pre­
sent and prove their claims, and that 
wo wlill attend to the duty assigned 
ns at the office of Summer P. Mills 
in Farmington in said county on the 
tenth day of May, A. D., 1916 and 
the fifteenth day of August, A. D., 
1916, at ten of the clock in the fore­
noon of each cf said days.
Kenneth A. RofU’Jjns, 
Sumner P. Mills,
Commission ers.
HA RTFO RD FIRE INSURANCE CO., 
HARTFORD, CONN.




Stock and. Bond®, 





Interest and Rent®, 272,591.49






Diabiliities. Dec. 31, 1915
Net Unpaid Dosses, $1,551,493.02
Unearned Premiium®, $16,350,361.50







Furbish & Herrick, 
ley, Maine .
agents, Range-
tlves, one measuring 23x68 inches 
and the other 23x53 inches. One is 
a view of famous old Alt. Katahdin 
and the other is cf a line of camips 
cn the west branch of the Penob­
scot river. They are in colors and 
said to be very handsome.
FIR E ASSOCIATION OF PHILAD9EL-
PHI A.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, $757,094.34
M ortgage Doans, 2,017,841.66
Collateral • Doan®, 85,826.00
Stocks amid. Bends, 5,365,789.84
Cash din Office and
Bank, 609,238.13
Agents’ Balances, 745,877.83
Interest and Rents', 130,894.89





Diabiliities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Dosses, $439,245.61
Unearned Premiums, 5,687,467.81







T H E  T R A V E L E R S  IN D E M N IT Y  CO.,
HARTFORD, CO N N E C TIC U T.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Mortgage Doans, $465,053.00
Collateral Doans, 27,850.00
Stocks and Bends, 2,217,781.62
Cash in Office and
Bank, 60,375.20
Interest and Rents, 38,668.67





Diabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Losses, $333,308.42
Unearned Premiums, 828,809.04






Arthur G. Eustiis, Strong, Me.
T H E  HOME INSURANCE CO., N E W
YORK.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Mortgage Doan®, 5,500.00
Stocks and Bonds, 32,243.257.00
Cash in Office and
Bank, 2,190,910.81
Agents’ Balances, 3,167,573.65
Interest and Rents, 269,786.00
All other Assets, 105,716.47
Admitted Assets, $37,982,743.93
Riabiliitde® Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Dosses, $1,736,205.32
Unearned Premiums, 15,878,826.00
2,000,000.00








U N IT E D  STATES C A S U A L T Y  CO.,
80 M AIDEN LANE, N E W  
Y O RK CITY, N. Y.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, $250.00
Mortgage Doans, 231,750.00
Stocks and Bends, 2,699,554.62
Castli in Office and
Bank, 97,973.23
Agents’ Balances, 2,600.60
Premiums in course of
collection, 308,220.64
Interest and Rents, 19,550.81





Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Bosses, $566,466.00
Unearned Premiums, 1,084,822.98








CA LE D O N IA N  IN S U R A N C E  CO.,
OF EDINB URG H, SCOTLAND.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Reaji Estate, $443,780.58
Stacks and Bonds', 1,473,987.36
Caslh- in Office and
Bank, / 179,561.90
Agents’ Balances, • 269,550.22





Diabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Dosses, $148,580.76
Unearned Premiums, 1,442,334.04







N E W  ENG LAND E Q U ITA B LE  IN-
SURANCE CO., BOSTON,
MASS.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, 10,997.79
Mortgage Doans, 42,800.00
Stacks and Bonds, 2,389,666.75
Cash in Office and
Bank, 230,448.13
Agents’ Balance®, 257,808.11
Interest and Rents, 17,110.67





Diabiliities1 Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid' Dosses, $699,380.97
Unearned Premiums, 990,225.54






A. G. Judkins, Farmington, Me.
Franklin County
Agent Residence
Butts, Merit A., Stratton
Ellis; Reed H., Rangeley
Esty, Geo. M., Rangeley
Judkins, A. G., Farmingtan
Lang, George F., Bernis
Sylvester, Wm., Eustis
Viming, Winfield R., Strong
U. S. BRANCH SUN INSUR ANC E
OFFICE.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, $171,925.04
Stacks and Bends, 3,826,473.04
Cash in Office and
Bank, 465,718.11
Agents’' Balances; > 501,294.75
Interest and Rents, 57,876.49





Dihbiiities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Dosses, $240,509.00
Unearned Premiums, 2,771,875.72





Voter & Kuowl ton., Farming ton,
Franklin Co., Me.
T H E  F R A N K L IN  F IR E INSUR ANC E
CO., OF P H IL A D E L P H IA .
Asset® Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, $136,360.56
Mortgage Loams, 22,985.00
Stock® and Bonds, 1,547,464.67
Cash in Office and
Bank, 82,666.11
Agents’ Balances, 269,022.60





Liabilities' Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Losses, $25,264.22
Unearned Premiums 729.251.72







NO R TH  A M E R IC A N  ACCIDENT IN. 
SURANCE CO., CHICAGO, 
IL L IN O IS .




Stocks and Bonds, 437,616j5










Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915. i
Net Unpaid Losses., $143,006.21
Unearned Premiium®, 214,037.5;













Tablets, Mantle Shelves, 
and
Cemetery Work of all Kindi
Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.
P H IL L IP S  - M E
All orders by mail or in perwi 
promptly attended to.
Phillips Hardware Co.
f-Yeadquarters for everything 
in the h ard w are  line
Lumbermen’s and B lack sm ith  
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stoia, 
Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport­
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnisk 
Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil 
Automobile Supplies, etc.
We buy for the lowest spot cash 
prices and give our customers the 
benefit of the same.
Phillips Hardware Co.
A L L  k i n d s  o f
FURNITURE
C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips, - Maine
and
STRONG - AfAINE. 1
------------------------------------------------- -
E. C . Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.
Phillips, * Main*
Both ’ Phones
J . BLAINE MORRISON
Attorney - a t - Law
Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Inew***
D r. W .  J. Carter,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4. E ven in g s  W 
appointment.
5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar PolF 
wood wanted, delivered at any stati^  
on Sandy River & Rangeley LakesR*' 
between Farmington and Rangeley *** 
between Strong and Salem.
A. W. McL eary . Phillips,Me
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  MAINE, M ARCH 16, 1916. 11FURNISHED wilh FREES! eachnew NITED STATECREAM SEPARATOR
T H I S
W y l S H E T K .
#
Monday amid followed iby five oir six 
inch es o,f «now during the niigilut and 
Tuesday.
At a meeting of tine King field 
Chamber of Commerce, Monday even­
ing the 'Committee on Centennial Cel­
ebration reported im favoir of cibang- 
img the number of days of the celebra­
tion, and the dates wiere fixed Aug­
ust 16, 17 and 18, thus dropping out 
one day as previously announced.
Li .’5 ^ ^  *11~------ r--’
As local agent, I personally want the pleasure of giving one of these Mechani­
cal Separator Washers to every purchaser of a new U. S. Separator.
A  Blessing, for the Women Folks
To lighten your labor?, all you maids and matrons who have to wash 
up Separators should read what this Washer will do.
The Mechanical W  a slier saves two-thirds of the time, uses little
water and cleanses perfectly. When the skimming device is taken from 
the Separator bowl, it is placed in a closed metal box, and a few turns 
of a crank, backward and forward, washes away all trace of milk. 
Follow the washing with scalding water and the separator is sterilized. 
Pour out the hot water, turn the handle a few times, and the skim­
ming device is all clean, sweet and dry.
FLY FISHING SOON 
AS ICE GOES OUT
Show It to H IM
Sectional View You are entitled to labor saving devices in the household and
dairy, just as much as “ he”  is in farm machinery. My advice to the 
women who look after the cleanliness of separators is to show this big 
piece of news to “ him”  Cut out this “ ad” and pin it up on the wall.
Be Fair to HER
Don t Wear out the women folks with an old-time, “ thousand-and- 
one parts”  disc separator. Now that you are prospering, friend, be 
fair to her. You can afford to turn in the “ old junk” toward a U. S.. a 
Separator that gets all the cream, quickly and without effort, a Sep­
arator of few parts, perfectly rustless, and mechanically washed.
Come along, you tw o; I want to show you one of these free washers i 
operation. If you don’t know me already, let’s get acquainted.
W. W. MITCHELL, ; Phillips, Me.
Sterilizer
and
D r y e r
This cut shows the Nickel Silver, non- 
rusting U. S. skimmer being “ water- 
scrubbed”  by the Mechanical Washer, the 
wonderful time aud labor saver. This 
Washer by rotating the skimmer drives 
the water with tremendous force between 
the blades, Cleaning perfectly, then Ster­
ilizing, then Drying.
Pierce Pond Furnishes Fishing for 
Large Salmon and Trout.
Mt. C. A. Spalding, proprietor of 
tlxe Pierce Pond sporting catnips at 
Car at unk places an advertisement in 
this issue of Maine Woods.
. Bierce Pond furnishes good fishing 
for large salmon and trout. Ply fislh- 
ing as soon as Sice goes out.
RESIGNATION OF GAME W A R D E N  
SM ALL ACCEPTED W IT H  
REGRET.
n
The Inland Fiisih and Game Com­
mission has received and accepted 
the resignation of Game Warden 
Veo P. Small of Farmington. The 
department understands that the rea­
son for the resignation was the 
acceptance by Mr. Small of the 
principalshap of the High seihocl at 
! Searboro, where he about the first 
of March began his duties. The res­
ignation was accepted with regret, 
because Warden Small had been con­
scientious and efficient in his work, 
the section covered by him being re­




Centenniel Celebration Will Be 
Three Days, August 16,
17 and 18.
(Special Corresnondence.)
King field, March 13.— Mr. and Mrs. j 
J. C. French are receiving congratu­
lations over the birth of a son Satur- 
day morning. March 11.
Belmont Hatch of Strong is visiting 
Ms mother, Mrs. Clifton Adam's, who \ 
is recovering from her recent ill­
ness.
Miss Nellie Greenleaf has gene to 
her home in New Vineyard for th e ' 
week of vacation.
Mrs. W. L. Whitten and children 
are at their home in New Portland 
for the school vacation.
Following the regular meeting of 
Oarrabasset Rebekah Lodge. Wednes­
day evening refreshments of assorted 
sandwiches, marshmallow marguer­
ites, daisies, afternoon tea, ocOkies 
and coffee were served. After the 
meeting a social with games1 wats en­
joyed for an hour. The committee 
Were Mrs. Mina Landers, Florence 
Weymouth, Addae Stevens. There 
was a good attendance._________________________________________
PRO BA TE N O TIC E S .
At a Probate Court held at Far­
mington, in and for the County of 
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of Feb­
ruary, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand nine hundred and sixteen,, 
the following matters having b e e n  
Presented for the action thereupon 
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby 
ordered: That notice thereof be
given to all persons interested, by 
causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively in 
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub­
lished at Phillips, in said Coun­
ty, that they may appear at a Pro­
bate Court to be held at said Far- 
m'hgton, on the third Tuesday of 
March, A. D., 1916, at ten o ’clock
it the forenoon, and be heard there­
of if they see cause.
Margaret H. Murpihy, late of Rain- 
geley, deceased. First account of 
Charles C. Murphy, administrator.
William I. Sargent, Hate of Madrid, 
deceased. First account of Herman 
0. Sargent and* Samuel J. Sargent, 
administrators.
A true copy.
J- H. Thompson, Judge of said Court. 
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
Friends in town gave Mrs. Lucre tia 
Savage a Mystery package Wednes­
day, March, 8, as a birthday remem­
brance. Mrs. W. S. Safford made the 
cake, a three layer with the figures 
1916 on the top. The package was pre­
sented by Mrs. F. B. Hutchins. There 
were a quantity of remembrances', 
fruit, confectionery, honey, canned 
fruit, etc.
Fourteen inches o f snow fell dur­
ing the night Wednesday. Thursday 
the weather wag clear and warmer 
So there were tout few drifts, but the 
breaking teams were busy al'l day. 
At Stratton 20 inches cf snow fell, 
and in New Portland there were a- 
bout 16 inches. This is by far the 
heaviest istorm of the season.
Mrs. Cora Hutchins expects to 
teach, in Freeman thais spring the 
same school sihe finished cut last 
term.
E. E. Grose, A. B. Sargent, H. P. 
Lander of Stratton passed through 
Kingflield Thursday on their way to 
the automobile show at Bostein.
Mrs. G. D. Vose of Rangeley was 
a recent guest of her father, M. D. 
P. Thompson.
W. L. Wheeler of Nornidgewock 
was in' town, Friday contracting corn 
acreage for the New Portland corn 
factory.
Mrs. Newell Batchelder is in Bos­
ton for a visit.
,Mrs. Lena McMullen returned, to 
Bcston Saturday after four weeks’ 
visit with her mother, Mins. Emma 
Wyman.
The family o f Guy Gordon moved t< 
Strong last week. Their household 
goods were' shipped Saturday.
Mi,sis Daisy William son willli return 
to her ached! at the Forks, April 10. 
There will foe a twelve weeks1’ term 
which will close the year.
Mrs. Laura Sylvester Hodgkin s 
passed to a ' higher plane of iliife 
March 5th,, aged 55 years, 9 months. 
She was1 a woman of sterling qualit­
ies and having followed the profes­
sion o f nnhsiiing fer several]) years 
she made many firm, friends whiere- 
ever she was called. She leaves 
feur children to mourn, the loss of a 
most (Loving and faithful' mother, Mrs. 
Charles Butterfield of Temple, Myrle,
C U T  T H IS  O U T—-IT IS W O R TH  
MC^NEY.
DON’T MIS'S THIS. Cut out this 
slip, enclose with 5^  to Foley &. Co., 
Chicago, I!®., writing your name and 
address clearly. You will receive in 
return a trial package containing
Foley’s  Honey and Tar Compound,
for da grippe cough®, ccld® and croup, 
Foley kidney Pills, and Foley Cath­
artic Tablets. Floyd E. Parker.
Roland and Ruth who now reside in 
Kingfield and four grandchildren.
Mrs, Mary Blood Dill, wife of Ohas 
E. Dili' of Freeman, died at her home 
Sunday afternoon, March, 5th, after 
a brief Lllnies® of pneumonia. She 
was born in Wbitefiield, N. H., and 
was- 58 years of age. She was mar­
ried 30 years ago to M r. Dill who 
survives her. They have, lived in 
their present home about four years. 
She leaves no near relatives'. The 
funeral services were held from heir 
late home Tuesday morning at 10 
o ’clock, Rev. A. G. Murray of the 
Kingfield Baptist church, officiating. 
Interment was at Mount Vernon.
Friends in town are pleased to 
hear cf the announcement cf the 
engagement of Addison Williams of 
Kingfield and Miss Erma Norton of 
North New Portland. Mir. Williams 
has been clerking for L. L. Mitchell' 
for a year and ha® made many 
friend® here. He has just passed 
his examination® be fere the Board 
of Registration of the State and in­
tend® soon to go- into business for 
himself as a druggist. Mis®, Norton 
is one cf the popular young ladies 
of North New Portland and a suc­
cessful school' teacher.
A concert by the Kingfield High 
school was given at French hall 
Thursday evening, March, 9. A dance 
followed the entertainment with, mus­
ic toy Peerless orchestra. Those tak­
ing part in the program are HMclred 
Thompson, Warren Blldridige, L. C. 
Chase, Lloyd Widliaaruson, Charlies 
Doiifoiier, ©iris’ chorus, .mandolin or­
chestra, male quartette and chorus, 
K. H. B. chorus.
•Mr®. Adidiie Yeung entertained' the 
Whyknot club at her pleasant home 
on. Roxbury street March 5. New 
patterns cf tatting were exchanged 
and ail enjoyed the homemade candy.'
Members present were Mrs. Lelda 
Hunpeweltl, Mrs. Lydia Voter, Mrs'. 
Elm,a Mitchell, Mrs. Selina Vcse, 
Mrs. Rose Frcst, Mrs. Blanche Small, 
Mrs. Happie Simmon®. New mem­
bers received were Mrs. Erma Wint­
er, Mr®. Florrie Simmons, Mrs. Ef- 
fie Hutchins, Mrs. Althea Page, Miss 
Alice Jeffers. Much regret was ex­
pressed at the absence of Miss Aninafo 
Farnum and Mrs. Laura Stanley. Ti e 
next meeting will be held March 18 
with Mrs. Selina Vase.
Lumbering operation® are drawing 
to a close after a very successful 
season. The Jenkins & Eager t 
Company’s crew at Huston Brcok in 
charge of Ornen Tufts came out 
tlie first of the week. The com­
pany still have from two to three 
hundred cordis to haul from mear-foy 
places. Rainey & Wyman have fin­
ished their cut of pulp for the Great 
Northern at Alder Stream, Hutchins 
Potter are nearly through. The 
Husie Spcoli & Bobbin Company have 
about 900 cordis of birch, to haul 
from the Indian, Pond region.
The weather was fair and warm
AND DEER
HAS E IG H T  C H IL D R E N
Mrs. P. Rehkamp, 2404 Herman St. 
Covington, Ky., write®: “ I have
been using Foley’s Honey and Tar 
for nearly two years and can find no 
better cough syrup. I have eight 
children and, give it to all, of them. 
They were subject to croup from 
babies on,.’ ’ It is a safe and reliable 
medicine. Floyd E. Parker.
The inland fish and game depart­
ment ha® been informed by Game 
Warden H. ,S. Stone of Patten in a 
recent report of some interesting 
facts concerning the deer and bob 
cats in foils section. He says that 
on a recent trip from Telo® lake to 
Chamberlain lake, he passed several 
deer yards and saw numerous tracks 
of bob cats; saw where they bad 
been chasing the deer but found; no 
sign® of dead deer. Going from 
Chamberlain lake to Haymook lake 
he saw sign® of many boh cats and 
found where they had killed ’one 
deer. Between Haymock lake and 
Chandler &Fook he saw lots- of deer 
and lots of bob oats. These reports 
bear out all the previous word®1 from 
wardens to the effect that in their 
judgment the number of bob cats, 
in the Maine woods1 was on the in­
crease.
SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR M A IN E  
WOODS. $1.50 A YEAR.
M AK E TOMORROW  A BETTER  
DAY.
If thing® “ went wrong” today, if 
you suffered from indigestion, sick 
headache, biliousness, bloating, had 
breath, or other condition caused by 
delayed bowel action, take a Foley 
Cathartic Tablet now and tomorrow 
will be a better day. Thii® whole­
some physic acts without pain or 
nausea. Floyd E. Parker.
YOUR F IV E  HU ND R E D  MUSCLES.
The five hundred muscles; in the hu­
man body depend on pure and riclli 
blood for their health, and con,tractile 
energy which 1® the ability to labor. 
If they are given impure blood they 
become enfeebled, the step loses its 
elasticity, the arm its efficiency, and 
there is incapacity to perform the 
usual amount cf labor.
What a great blessing Hood’s Sar­
saparilla has been to the many toil- 
in.p- thousands whose blood it has 
made and kept pure and rich! This 
medicine clean,ses the blood of all 
humors, inherit'd or acquired, and 
strengthen® and tones the whole sys­
tem. It is important to be sure that 
you get Hood’S' Sarsaparilla when 
you ask for it. No substitute for It 
is like It.
.•Xv.vX-.
W e have just the right 
cure for that cold. Don’t 
delay using it.
G. E. DYER.
S T R O N G , M A IN E.
aswswsag




A l t h o u g h  the 
prices of woolens, 
dyes, etc., which 
enter into the man­
ufacture of cloth­
ing are very high 
in price, we shall, 
continue to sell 
those fine B l u e  
s e r g e s ,  g r a y s ,  
browns and pretty 
mixtures at the 
same prices as for­
merly unti l  the 
present stock is ex­
hausted.
The blue serge 
suit which we sell 
for $15.00 is worth 
$20.00 at least on 
the new market 
conditions. T h e  
s a m e  with the 
grays and browns.
W e have a good 
suit, dark worsted 
to sell at $12.00.
Extra good val­
ues in the mixed 
suits at $16, $16 50, 
$17, $18, $20.
You can’t make 
a mistake if you 
buy one of those 
Blue serge suits.
A t the Clothing Store.
IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
D. P. HOYT
No. 5 Beal Block
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„ $30 am /$35,
James H. Kerr of Rumifard was a 
guest of C. H. McKenzie last week.
Mrs. N. T. Toothaker has been 
confined to the house by illness five 
weeks. Mrs. Castle has been house­
keeper.
Mrs. E. B. Currier has been ill 
for a month past.
C. H. McKenzie is an a business 
trip to New York.
The many friends of Roy Atkinson 
of the Boston Post, formerly of 
Maine Wood®, will be plleiaaed by the 
honor conferred on him by being 
elected president of the Boston Press 
Club.
Mrs, Moulton visited friends in 
Farmington two days last week.
The Order of the Golden Cross' will 
meet at tlie Willows on Saturday of 
this week. It is hoped there will be 
a gocd attendance of the members.
Lee Blake Dennison of 10390 
Granite St., Vancouver, B. C., son of 
Mr. and Mrs. George B> Dennison cf 
this town, was united in marriage to 
Missi Irene O. Joy of Tort Albernie, 
B. C., on February 15. Mr. Denni­
son has been in Vancouver for some 
time and has a good position as filer 
in a mill there. His many home 
friends will extend congratulations 
and will hope that Mr. Dennison and 
■his bride will make a trip to Phillips 
in the near future.
Frank W. Butler, esq., of Farming- 
ten will deliver the Memorial day ad­
dress before John F, Appieton Post 
cf that town.
On account of the inclemency of 
the weather Monday night there was 
not as large an attendance at the 
Neighborhood social as usual, but 
those who attended felt well repaid, 
for a most enjoyable evening was 
passed with guessing games, etc. Cof­
fee and fancy crackers were served. 
The hostesses were Mrs. Frank Hodlg- 
man and Mrs. Carl Beedy, the latter 
substituting for Mrs. G. B. Dennison, 
who was i'll.
The Camp Fire Girls went on a 
bacon bat last Saturday afternoon 
and although it was a (little blustery, 
the bacon and fried potatoes tasted 
good. The young lady teachers of 
the Phillips schools were invited, 
but Miss Emma Russell was the only 
one who wag able to accept the in­
vitation.
Dr. F. F. Graves of Belfast has 
been in town on professional busin­
ess and had a busy trip.
Mrs. Fremont Scatnman returned 
to the farm Tuesday, after passing 
p, few days with her mother and sist­
er in the village. We are glad to 
report that her mother, Mrs. Louisa 
Butterfield and sister, Miss Albertine 
Butterfield are both gaining, although 
somewhat slowly.
Mis® Lillian' Taylor of Stratton is 
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Carroll 
Noyes.
The musical program at thie Union 
church was much enjoyed last Sun­
day evening. Beside® the chorus 
work Hollis Holt and Gertrude Still­
man rendered a duet and Wendall 
Berry of Yarmouth, gave a very 
pleasing violin solo, accompanied on 
the piano by has sister, Miss Muriel 
Berry. As Rev. M. S. Hutcihins' was 
confined to his home by illness one 
of the Eventide services from the 
Congregational leaflet was used.
On account of the illness of so 
many of the members of Hope Re- 
bekaih Lodge, there was no special ©» 
tertainment at the last regular meet­
ing, (but homemade candies were 
served. ^
D. F. Field will go to New York 
Friday of this week to join Mrs. 
Field, who has been there for two 
weeks past. They will both return 
home the latter part of next week.
Mrs. George Bean, has been con­
fined to thief* home for a week or two 
past with a had cold. Also her moth­
er, Mrs. A. O. Reed.
CANNOT PRAISE T H E M  ENOUGH
Many sick and tired women, with 
acihes aaid pains, sore muscles and 
stiff joints, do not know that their 
kidney® are out of order. Mrs. A. 
G. Wells, Box 90, Route 5, Rocky 
Mount, N. C., writes: “ I am taking 
Foley Kidney Pills and cannot praise 
them enough for the wonderful ben­
efit I derived in such a short while.” 
Fiioyd E. Parker.
A. W. MeLeary hag been suffering 
with rheumatism recently, being ob­
liged to use a crutch some of the 
time.
Mrs. Charles Hawes of Temiple is 
visiting lier sister, Mrs. Fred Ross 
and father, Mr. George Thompson.
Hope Rebekah Lodge extends an 
invitation, to Mt. Saddleback Lodge 
to unite with them to observe Ohiild- 
ren’s Niighit next Saturday evening, 
March 18. A masquerade march 
will be a feature of the entertain­
ment and all who would like to do so 
are invited to mask. There will be 
recitations, music, pantomimes, 
games, etc., for the entertainment of 
all.
The Odd Fellows will hold a dis­
trict meeting at Rangeley, Friday 
evening, March 24, leaving Phillips 
by special, train at 4.00 p. m., tickets 
$1.50. Tickets also good on train 5, 
leaving Phillips at 6.15 p. m., return- 
ing on special train after the meet­
ing.
Miss Evelyn Winship, a senior at 
University of Maine, of Auburn, is 
very fold at the Paine Private hospital 
iu Bangor. Her mother, Mrs. L. V. 
Winship is with her.
The Phillips Circle of King’s 
Daughters will hold their regular 
meeting Friday evening, March 17th 
at the home of Mrs. Ad-die Parker. 
After the business meeting an en­
tertainment appropriate to St. Pat­
rick's Day will be enjoyed. All the 
members are invited to wear a green 
ribbon, a shamrock or green leaves 
or vine in honor of the occasion and 
are asked to come prepared to tell 
an Irish' story. Mrs. Avilla Parker 
wil’ join with Mrs. Addie Parker in 
entertaining the circle at this time.
TORY HILL
March 14.
The biggest snow storm cf the 
season came Tuesday and Wednes­
day of last week when 18 indies of 
light snow fell. The wind has; not 
blown bard since the storm but en­
ough so breaking roads has. been 
the order of the day.
Mrs. Will Mitchell drove to West 
Farmington', Monday, March 6th, re­
turning Sunday, March 12th. She 
wa® the guest of her daughter, Mrs. 
Wesley Jackson and family while 
there.
Conant & Bean, Who took a lum­
ber job of Benjamin Dodge last fail 
in East Madrid-, finished their job 
last week and Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
Conant moved to their home in 
Freeman last Wednesday.
W. W. Mitchell sold two cows to 
Ed Berry of Salem last week and 
bought three of Ed Wills of Salem..
Evan Hutchins had the bone of 
his thumb removed at the first joint 
last Sunday. His hand seemis to
CH AN G E A B LE  W E A T H E R  BRINGS  
SICKNESS.
The changeable weather of March 
causes coughs, colds, croup and 
grippe. There is no such, thing as a 
“light cold”—none that a person can 
safely neglect. Foley’s Honey and 
Tar is a safe and reliable family 
medicine that heal® inflamed, con­
gested air passages, stops coughs and 
eases breathing. Floyd E. Parker.
The
Phillips National Bank;
Alterations on our build­
ing are now completed 
and we are again located 
there.
Phillips National Bank;!
PHILLIPS, - MAINE 
• .
Stock Tonic * and Poultry Panacea
at
T O O T H A K E R ’ S  C A S H  S T O R E
The Sedgeley Store
“GOLD SEAL” RUBBERS
Are you satisfied with the wear of your rubbers?
If not, pay a few cents more for the “ Gold Seal" Brand.
They will last you at the very least twice as long as any other 
first quality.
They are made of Para rubber only, the most expensive gum 
imported.
Insist on having “ Gold Seal." If you once discover their 
merit you will always want them.
Do not accept any statement that you can buy some other kind 
“ just as good" for they excel all others in quality.
Remember the date when you bought them, and watch to see 
how they wear.
March and April are good months for shoe rubbers.
Compare the prices of “ Gold Seal" rubbers with other first 
quality rubbers.
It is not what you pay; it is what you get that counts.
Price list of “ Gold Seal" Rubbers:
Childrens’, sizes 4 to 11, 50c
Misses’, sizes 11 to 2 70c
Ladies’, 85c
Youth’s, plain edge, 85c
Youth’s, rolled edge, 90c
Boy’s, plain edge, $1.00
Boy’s, rolled edge, 1.10
Men’s, plain edge, 1.15
Men’s, rolled edge, 1.25
Men’s short boots, $3.75 and 5.00
Men’ s Storm King boot, 6.00
Men’s Trouting boot, light weight,
l iS F lfc k
® f  i i f t
* 7.50
GINGHAMS and PERCALES
12 l-2c a yard. . I
Larger and Better Line Than 
Ever Before.
C. M. HOYT, I
ButtericK Patterns in >StocK
No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine Farmers’ Tel.
be doing well at this, writing and it 
is hoped be won’t have to lose the 
rest of (his thumb. Much sympathy 
is felt for Mr. Hu-tchiins by lids many 
friends. All hope for a speedy re­
covery.
Where Contractor Got His,
“ That’s a nice house you’ve built 
there, Subbubs; but it’s rather 
thrown in the shade by that new main 
sion next door.” “Yes; that’s the con­
tractor’s house, built out of the profits 
he made on mine.”—Boston Tran­
script.
w a t c h  c h i l d  f o r  w o r m s
Worms sap chliM’si strength, rob 
child of food and make child fretful, 
irritated, nervous. Watch stool and 
at first sign or suspicion of worms 
e-ive one-half to one lozenge KAckapoo 
Worm Killer, a candy worm remover. 
Gives immediate results, is laxative. 
Paralyzes and • removes the worms, 
improves' digestion -and general health 
of child. Continue giving Kickapoo 
Worm Killer until all sign® of worms 
are gone. 25$. at your Druggist.
I have bought the
B A R B E R IN G  A N D  POOL
business of Samuel Desposito on Depot 
street, and shall keep a line of cigars, 
cigarettes, tobacco and soft drinks. 
Open until 11 P. M.
JAMES B. ROSS
■ HOME CANNED ;
Z  Mustard Pickles, 2 5 c ;| Beet Pickles, 25c j
Z Sweet Pickles, 25c J| Rhubarb, 2 5 c !
f  Beans, 25c |j  Syrup, 3 5 c !1 Blueberries, 25c |■ Blackberries, 2 5 c !| Gooseberries, 25c 1▼ Pears, 25c 1? Fiddle Head'Greens, 25c j1 Beet Greens, 25c 1 
■
;B E A N 9 n i2?J--------- .
Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND 
POPLAR
Pulpwood delivered at 
any point on line of Sandy 
River and Rangeley Lakes 
Railroad.
H A L E Y  & FIE LD
Phillips, Maine
